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FOREWORD
This report covers a research and development study program conducted from March
1964 to March 1966 for the purpose of developing techniques and design data for the use of
fusible materials in the thermal control of spacecraft subsystems.
The study was sponsored by the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Huntsville, Alabama, under Contract No. NAS 8-
11163, and was conducted under the direction of Mr. T.C. Bannister, MSFC Research
Project Laboratory, Space Thermodynamics Branch. The study was imtiated and continued
for a year and one half under the direction of Mr. A.P. Shlosinger, Supervisor of the Tem-
perature and Environmental Control Systems Branch, Systems Engineering Section, Northrop
Space Laboratories (NSL). Upon Mr. Shlosinger's termination from Northrop, Mr. E. W.
Bentilla of the same engineering group was appointed as principal investigator.
Mr. Bentilla conducted the thermal analysis and experimental verification of the
temperature control systems with the support of Mr. C. Cafaro and Mr. W. Woo of the
Temperature and Environmental c.-._: °L a..n*^-- _........ _,:¢o_mn Branch, 8L: Mr. R. Dudley of the NSL
Struct,_res Department and Mr. G. Larsen of the Norair Manufacturing Research Department
supported the design, development, and fabrication of the final fusible material pack,ging
concept. Dr. K.F. Sterrett, Head of the NSL Spzce Physics and Chemistry Laboratory, con-
ducted the supercoolkng study, supported by Mr. G. Jones of the NSL Space Materials
Laboratory. The expe_mental investigation of the fusible materials thermophysical proper-
ties and the solution and phase equ.ilibria study of binary systems were performed by Mr.
L.E. Karre of the NSL Space Materials Laboratory.
This final report was prepared by Messrs. Bentiiia, Sterrett, and Karre of Northrop
Space Laboratories. The support of Mr. R. Schmaeman in data reduction and presentation
is appreciated.
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RESEARCH .4i_DEVELOPMENT STL"DY
ON THERMAL CONTROL BY USE OF FUSIBLE MATERIALS
By E.W. Bentilia,K.F. Sterrstt,
and L. E, Karre
SUMMARY
This report presents the results of a two-year research and development study on the
application of the melting and solidification ofmate_als to the thermal control of space
vehicle subsystems. The study program has resulted in the selection of fusible materials
and the deve!opr, ent of _ystem concepts and packaging techniques to the point where this
method of temperature control c_m be incorporated into _ermal control subsystems.
During the first phase of the program, four candidate fusible materials (all n-paraffL-.s)
were selectecL The thermophysical properties of the paraffins necessary for thermal _-__.:'y-
sis were determined, and the performance of these materials was analyzed with selected
temperature control system concepts. The first system studied was adiabatic, with all the
waste heat being absorbed by the fusible material. The second system concept was a space
radiator with attached fusible material. In this system, the fusible material increases the
thermal inertia of the radiator, th'_s, educing the temperature excursions resulting fron, J_ fj
high-density heat pul:_es.. Packaging techniques were studied, and experimental veriflcahor_
of the systems studied was initiated. This work was summarized in an interim report
(Reference 1).
The verification experiments were completed during the second phase of the program.
Packaging techniques were developed and verified by experimental models, with a demon-
strate:l improvement in system performance. This improved system performance was ob-
tained by increasing the thermal diffusivity of the package plus the fusible material. Addi-
tional n-paraffins were selected as good candidate fusible materials for use with the developed
packaging techniques. Eight n-paraffins are commercially available having a melt point
range from 5 to 70°C, with melt point increments between homologues on the order of 6 to
15°C.
A supercooling study was conducted to assi_,t in defhdng the effects of weightlessness
on the melting and solidification process. Techniques were developed to minimize the super-
cooling of the selected fusible materials.
A detailed solution and phase equilibria study was performed to determine the feasi-
bility of melt point control by mixtures of neighboring members of the homologous series
of n-paraffins.
xUi
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
The use of _usible materials for the bulk cooling of perishables is an old concept.
Fusible materials have been considered for the cooling af electronic equipment exposed to
high external heat flux rates (Reference 2) and systems at elevated temperature levels
(Reference 3). The application of fusible materials to spacecraft and launch vph!cte +__.__rm_
control shows promise for a number of reasons.
Most unmanned spacecraft rely on passive temperature control systems without the
use of expendables. All the heat rejected from the vehicle must be thermally radiated at
relatively low temperatures. This heat rejection method is usually acceptable on a total
integrated energy basis, but temperature control problems are encountered because of the
high density power dissipation periods. Fusible materials can be used to store the energy
dissipated at the high power conditions at relatively constant temperature. The stored
energy can then be radiated to _Jace continuously at the same equipment temperature level.
Another application is the adiabatic system, in which a temperature-sensitive unit
having only one duty cycle exceeds a temperature limit when rejecting heat to the structure
of the vehicle. A fusible material package could be attached'to the component to absorb the
waste heat at a co ns/amt temperature level.
Long-term missions to planets with cold environments will require the conservation
of waste heat to maintain equipment at reasonable temperatures during long dormant periods.
This task could be accomplished with an attached fusible material package at a constant
temperature level: The packagewould _lso serve to reduce the temperature rise during
heat dissipation periods.
The enthalpy change that occurs during the melting and solidification of materials having
a melt point close to the design environments of electronic equipment, 40 to 150°F (279 to
339°K), was investigated with the above requirements in mind. Such materials, on melting
or solidifying, have ez_thalpy changes in the range _f 100 Btu per pound (3. 9 watt-rain/gin).
They can be applied in close contact with the devices requiring temperature control, and
will absorb heat when melting or supply heat when solidifying; They can be used in combi-
nation with a radiator as a means for tncreasing thermal mass and t_ereby permit radiators
to be sized for average rather than peak system heat dissipatioz_.
1-1
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When cop.pared with the heat absorption capabilities of solids (resulting from the
product of allowable temperature changes and specific heat), the heat of fusion o! paraffins
provides a capac'ty approximately two orders of magnitude higher for equal weight. When
compared with liquid-to-vapor phase changes, like boiling of water to the vacuum of space,
solid-to-liquid phase changes provide heat capacities an order of magnitude smaller for
equal material w_i_t.
The simplicity of the solid-to-liquid phase change system, which i8 entirely passive,
shows a definite advantage over the liquid-to-vapor phase c,_ge system, which requires
controls, _ge, heat exchangers, etc., when the total integrated energy level is low.
The objective of this study was to develop specific design daLa for the application of
the solid-to-liquid phase change concept to spacecraft temperatu_'e cmi_rol. The technical
approach was to select typical temperature control problem are_ where the addition or use
of fusible materials showed definite advantages.
The temperature control systems (adiabatic and radiating fin) selected for study are
:- discussed in Section 2. The selection of fusible materials (n-paraffins) is discussed in
Section 3. The analytical techniques used to analyze the performance of the fusible materials
in the selected temperature control system concepts are described in Section 4. Section 5
describes the analytical and experimental evaluation of the performance of these fusible
materials in the simple adiabatic system. In Section 6, the performance evaluation (ana-
lytical and experimental) of octadecane attached to a ra¢,iating fin is described. The adia-
batic system was used in Section 7 for developing improved packaging techniques; the filler
materials used to improve thermal diffusivity were metallic wool, foam, and honeycomb.
The effem s of weightlessness on the liquefaction-solidification process are discussed in
Section 8, and the solution and phase equilibria study in Section 9. Conclusions and recom-
mendations resulting from this study are presented in Section I0.
In each section, the tables and figures have been grouped immediately 'after the text,
with the tables preceding the figures.
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SECTION 2
TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEMS
Three systems or techniques using the heat of fusion for temperature control of
electronic equipment are presented in Figure 2-1. These systems are all completely pas-
sive. In one system, all the waste heat is absorbed by the fusible material package. In the
other two systems, fusible materials are used to _ncrease the thermal inertia of a space
radiator.
System (a) of Figure 2-1 is assumed to oe adiabatic. All the waste heat given off by
an electronic package is absorbed by the melting of the solid fusible material; in addition,
some sensible heat is absorbed by the melted liquid material.
Systems (b) and (c) of Figure 2-1 use the heat of fusion and thermal radiation for tem-
perature control. The fusible material melts and supplements the radiator only during high
equipment heat dissipation periods and solidifies during low heat dissipation periods. Sys-
tem (b) has fusible material attached to the radiator fin, allowing good conductive heat trans-
fer to the surfaces radiating to space. This arrangement allows the maximum heat rejection
by radiation directly from the equipment, but decreases the temperature potential at the
fin-fusible material interface because of the temperature decay along the fin.
System (c) has fusible material between the equipment heat source and the radiator.
The heat rejected by radiation is limited by this technique. The radiator will be at or below
the fusible material melt temperature until all the material is melted, with the fusible ma-
terial acting as _n insulator between the heat source and the radiator. The adiabatic system
(a) and the radiating fin with attached fusible material (b) were selected for further study.
In order to predict the performance of these two systems by analysis and to proceed
to the design, development, and experimental performance verificaticn of thermal control
packages, data are required on suitable materials and their pertinent thermophysical
properties. The effects on heat transfer of the formation of the layer of molten material
which forms during heat adc_ition can be predicted by a transient heat transfer analysis.
The adiabatic system can be represented by a one-dimensional adiabatic analytical model,
with heat applied at one end representing the electronic equipment. The radiating fin with
the attached fusible material system is represented b_ a two-dimensional analytical model,
with hcat applied at the fin root..
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System (c)ofFigure2-1was notanalyzedinthisstudyforthereasonsmentioned
above. Thissystem,inwhichthefusiblematerialpackageisbetweentheheatsourceand
thespaceradiator,lookspromisingwhen combinedwiththeimprovedpackagingtechnique
discussedinSection7.
\ FUSlOLE
All of equipment waete heat absorbed by
melting fuslble _aterlal (at constant
temperature of fusion and zero heat
e]_change with environment). Fusible
material selected so that its melting
point is below _.he equipment temperature
( i._ HEAT DISSIPATION limit.
PLATE )
(b) _RADIATOR Radiator acts as a thermally coudactive
\ fin. Addition of fusible material (increased
_ thermal mass), controls the temperature
EQqlPMENT Of the equipment by melting during high
/"t_/FU$1B-- equipment heat loads and solidifying duringMATERIAl. low equipment heat loads.
Same as above configuration except that(e)
_,,,,e_,,,,_llleerMATERIAL, radiator size equals equipment cold plate.
+ _TO_ Heat must pass thr_ush fusible material.
The useful amount of fusible material is
limited by the trade-off between th_
amount of heat absorbed by the fusible
+ material and the radiator effectiveness
which is reduced due to the temperature
dr.'p ecross the fusible matcrial.
FIC_RE 2-I TYPTCAL APPLICATIONS OF IRISIBLE MATERIALS FOR THERMAL CONTROL
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SECTION 3
FUSIBLE MATERIAL _JLECTION
a literature search was conducted to, identify fusible materials that were applicable for
use in the ten,perature control systems selected for study. Previous efforts to use rinsible
materials for temperature control of electronic systems and other equipment (References
2 and 3) were reviewed for the fusible materials considered.
The selected melting temperau.re range for this study was 40°F to 150°F (278°K to
339°K), which covers the range of heat rejection temperatures required for most electronic
equipment. Materials with a heat fusion of less than 80 Btu/lb (3. l watt-min) were not con-gm
sidered in order to limit the materials screened to a reasonable number. Also deleted were
materials that were obviously not practical for engineering a_plications because they were
explosive, extremely corrosive, melted only under extreme pressure, etc.
The literature search and a preliminary scree_ng resulted h: a list of potential candi-
date fusible materials (Table 3-1). After more _xtensive evaluation of these materials, the
normal (n-) paraffins containing from 14 to 30 carbon atoms were considered as the best
candidate materials for this study. Some of the reasons for selecting the normal paraffins
are as "follows:
1. They have a high heat of fusion.
2. They are chemically inert and stable compounds.
3. They are nontoxic and noncorrosive.
4. Their physical properties, including low vapor pressure and volume reduction
during solidification, are conducive tc package design.
5. They are a family of compounds with similar properties. Consequently, their
t_h_rmor.hys!c_l properties are more predictable than those of other compour,ds,
and packaging design and analytical techniques can be applied to the homologous
series.
Fusible Materials Selpcted for Study
Four n-paraffins with an even number of carbon atoms, t_ e., tetradecane C14H30,
hexadecane C16H34 , octadeca, le C18H38, and eicosane C20H42, were selected for further
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study. The freezing temperature and heat of fusion for the n_paraffins are presented in
Figure 3-1. Note that some of the paraffins also have a solid-solid crystal transition just
below the freezing point. The materials selected for detailed study, containing 14, 16, 18,
and 20 carbon atoms, have a heat of f Jsion on the erder of 100 Btu/lb (3.9 watt-min) and dogm
not have a solid-solid transition. The remaining even n-paraffins (even number of carbon
atoms) have a transition temperature within 4°K of the freezing point, with the same level of
total energy (fusion + transition) available.
Table 3-2 lists the even n-paraffins found to be commercially available; no odd n-
paraffins were found to be available. These materials are difficult to iso!ate from neighboring
members of tile homologous series; note, for example, the purities obtained by Eastman
(Table 3-2).
_'hermophysical Properties
The thermophysical properties, not availab__e in the literature, of the four n-paraffins
required for analytical evaluation and iystem design were the solid densities of all four
materials and the thermP.1 conductivity of eicosane. The properties used in _he thermal
analysis and package design are presented in Figures 3-2 and 3-3.
Solid densities of selected materials. - The solid densities were determined experi-
mentally, and the average values are presented in Figure 3-2. The liquid densities of these
materials were also checked experimefitally, good correlation being obtained with the values
in the literature. The solid density of these paraffins (C14H30, C16H34, C18H38 , C20H42)
appears to be erratic near the melt point, as ff crystal packing variations were taking place.
The data presented in Figure 3-2 are sufficiently accurate for package design; a more de-
tailed discussion is presented in Reference 1.
Thermal conductivity. - The thermal conductivity of eicosane was estimated using two
techniques, and the results are in good agreement (within 3%). The data for C14H30 through
C18H38 were extrapolated to the 20-carbon-atom homoiogue, eicosane. A method presented
in Reference 9 for estimatingthe liquidthermal conductivityof hydrocarbons was also used,
(Reference1). The average valuesused inthe analysisare presented in Figure 3-3.
Liquefactionand Recrystallization
The melt Imintsofthe fourparaffinswere checked using melting pointcapillarytubes
immersed in a constant-temperaturebath. The observed variationof the melt pointof the
four paraffinswas lessthan I°K. Observed differencesbetween the solidificationpointand
the melt pointwere also lessthan I°K, indicatingabsence ofany significantsupercooling
effectsinthisbulkform. Tests on materials obtainedon differentdates indicatethatthe
melt pointcan vary 3 °K between batches.
Supercoolingof a fusiblematerialused for passive temperature controlcouldresultin
a failureof the temperature-controlled evice. Therefore, excessive supercoolingor
)
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erratic supercooling is justification for not using the fusible material as a heat sink. A
general analytical and experimental study on supercooling was performed, and the selected
fusible materials were used for experimentation The selected materials art difficult to
supercool in the bulk form, but can be supercooled when pure _ractior'.s are isolated, as
demonstrated by the use of aqueous suspensions. The effects of gravity on the liquefaction-
solidification process were also investigated. This study is discussed in Sect_'m 8.
Melt Point Control
The melting points of the availabt_ paraffins cover a wide t_mperature ran,re, 280-
343°K, with melt point increments between homologues on the order of 6-15°K (Table 3-2).
The experimental results of the system improvement models, discussed in Section 7, indi-
cate that temperature control can be Ferformed with a temperature rise, or variation, on
the order of 5-10°K for 80% of the li_luefaction period. Therefore, control and selection of
the fusible material melt point within a few degrees become of practical significance.
A solution and phase equilibria study was performed with octadecane plus eicosane,
and eicosane plus octacosane. The maximun_ freezing point d,_uression does noL appear to
be greatly below the lower melting component as with eutectic mixtures of other material
systems. A solution of paraffin may be useful when thermal control is desired over a givep
temperat_n'e range. Thl study is discussed in Section 9.
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TABLE 3-I
FUSIBLE MATERIALS WITH A HEAT OF FUSION GREATER THAN 80 BTU/LR t_,j.t-WATT-MIN/gm)
LISTED IN ORDER OF INCREASING MELT TEMPERATURE, FROM 40 TO !50°F (4.4 TO 65°C)
H_AT OF FUSION
NO. MATERIAL-FORMULA MELT PT. B__B__/L_B__ REF.
OF/oC WA_T.MiN/gm
I. T¢.cradecane 014H30 42/5.6 98/3.8 4
2. Fomic Acid HCOOH 46/7.8 106/4.1 5
3. Pentadecane C15H32 50/10 89/3.5 6
4. Myrlstlc Acid Ethyl Ester CH3(CH2)I2COOC2H 5 51/11 80/3.1 2
5. Acetic Acid CH3CO2H 62/17 80/3.1 5
f 6. Hexadecane C16H34 64/18 102/4.0 4
7. Lithium Chloride Ethanclate LiGI'4C2H60 69/21 80./3.1 2
8. n-Heptadecane C17H36 71/22 92/3.6 6
9. d-Lactic Acid CH3CHOHCOOH 79/26 80/3.1 2
10. Octadecane C18H38 82/28 105/4.1 7
II. 13-Methyl Pentacosane 826H54 84/29 i 84/3.3 2
12. Methyl Palmltate C17H3402 84/29 88/3.4 2
13. Nonodecane C19H40" 90/32 95/3.7 6
14. 2-Dimethyl-n- doco sane C24H50 95/35 85/3.3 7
' 5. Eicosane C20H42 98/37 106/4.1 4
16. 1-Tetradecanot CH3(6142) 12CH20H 100/38 99/3.8 2
i7. Campheni lone C9H140 102/39 88/3.4 2
18. Capry lone (0tt3 (012) 6) 2C-,0 104/40 111/4.3 2
19. Docosyl Promide C22H45BR 104/40 87/3.4 2I
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TABLE 3-I (Continued)
FUSIBLE MATERIALS WITH A HEAT OF FUSION GREATER THAN 80 BTU/LB (3.1 WATT-MINIEm)
LISTED IN ORDER OF INCREASING MELT TEMPERATURE * FROM 40 TO 150°F (4.4 TO 65°C)
HEAT OF FUSION
NO. MATERIAL- FORMUI_ MELT PT. .. BTU/LB REF.
OF/°C WATT-MIN/gm
.i i
20, Henetcosane C21H44 105/41 92/3, 6 6
21. 7-Heptadecanone C17H340 105/41 86/3.3 2
22. 1-Cyclohexyloctadecane C24H48 i 106/41 94/3.6 2
23. 4-Heptadecanone C17H340 106/41 85/3.3 2
24. 8-Heptadecanone C17H340 107/42 87/3.4 5
25. Cyanamlde CH2N2 [111/44 90/3.5 8
26. Docosane C22H46 112/44 107/4,1 6
27. Methyl Elcosanate C21H4202 U3145 9813,8 2
28. Tricosane C23H48 117/47 100/3.9 6
29. 3-Heptadecanone C17H340 118/48 93/3.6 2
30, 2-Eptadecanone C?_H340 119/48 93/3.6 2
31. Camphene CloHI6 122/50 103/4.0 8
32. 9-Heptadecanone C17H340 123/51 9113, 5 2
33. Tetracosane C24H 50 !124/51 I0914,2 6F
34. Elatdic Acid C18H3402 1124/51 94/3°6 8
35. Methyl Behenate C24H4602 126/52 I00/3.9 2
36. Pentaco sane C25H52 129/54 I02/_,,0 6
37. Ethyl Lignocerate C26H5202 129/54 93/3,6 2
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TABLE 3-i (Continued)
FU_TBLE MATERIALS WITH A HEAT OF FUSION GREATERTHAN 80 BTU/LB (3.! WATT-HIN/gm )
LISTED IN ORDER OF INCREASING MELT TEMPERATUREj FROH 40 TO 150°F (4.4 TO 65°C)
........ =..
i
:MELTPT. HEAT OF FUSION ]
_O. MATERIAL-FORMULA OF/ oC BTU/LB REF.!WATT-MIN/ENi
38. Hypo Phosphoric Acid H4P2O 6 131/55 92/3.6 2
39. n-Hexacosane C26H54 133/56 110/4.3 6
40. Trimyristin (C13H2_C00_3C3H 3 91/33 87/3.4 2
i35/57 91/3.5
41. Myristlc Acid CI3H27COOH 135/57 8b/3.3 9_
42. Heptacosane C27H56 138/59 101/3.9 6
43. Ethyl Cerotate C28H560 2 140/60 96/3.7 2
44. Oc_acosane C28H58 142/61 109/4.2 6
45. Nonacosane C29H60 147/64 103/4.0 6
46. Steartc Acid C17H35C02H 148/64 86/3°3 5
47. Trtacontane C30H62 150/65 108/4,2 6
NSL 65-16
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Note:
Only the paraffins with 14, 1_, 18, 20, 24,
26, 28, and 32 carbon atoms have been found
to be commercially available.
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SECTION 4
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES
The performance analysis of the two selected methods of temperature control using
fusible materials (Figure 2-1) was conducted on an IBM 7090 digital computer. A modified
SHARE Thermal Network Analysis Program (Reference 10) was used. This program produces
a temperature history for a physical system which has, through the concept cf lumped param-
eters, been expres_t as a _inite difference electrical analog of the heat transfer problem.
The l_hysical parameters are represented by a thermal resistance-thermal capacitance net-
work, with the capability of heat input at any of the discrete "nodes" in the network. A solu-
tion for the temperature at all nodes is calculated at the end of each of a series of finite time
steps.
When any node has phase transition capabi)ity, program control is transferred to tile
Latent Heat Subroutine after the temperatures of all the nodes in the network have been cal-
culated. This subroutine recalculates the node energy balance and temperat_u'e, if the node
is in phase transition. The subroutine was modified from the SHARE Program (Reference
10), which did not allow for sensible temperature rise at the calculation time interval when
a node passed through the transition phase. The SHARE rou'ine was also modified so that
the partial heat of transition was accou_,ted for with a change of direction in phase transition.
The program input-output control was changed to better suit the particular problems.
A subroutine was added that calculates and prints instantaneous heat flux to any node at the
print interval. These changes to the Thermal Network Analysis computer program are dis-
cussed in morn detail in Reference 1.
The electrical analog networks for the one-dimensional adiabatic system and the radiat-
ing fin with attached fusible material are presented in Figure 4-1. The node size and spacing
were kept continuous where possible to facilitate computer program usage. The nodes at the
material boundary and heating points were reduced in size by one-half to define a "_r" network
(Reference 10). This approach more closely predicts the boundary temperature by better
representing the actual differential equations than is the case in a continuous network. The
input parameters, thermal resistance and capacitance, were varied as a function of temperature
for this analysis. Since the analysis is representing space conditions (zero g), zero convec-
tion is assumed in the molten fusible material.
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SECTr.)N 5
ONE-DIMENSIONAL ADIABATIC SYSTEM
A thermal analysisofa fusiblematerialwith the simple, one-dimensionaladiabatic
system conceptpresented in Figure 2-1 willdefinethe performance capabilitiesand limita-
tionsof the materialwhen itisused as a heat sink. The usefulnessofa fusiblematerialas a
heat sink isalsodependenton otherproperties,such as itscapabilityto be handled,pack-
aged, and resolidified.
The performance of a fusiblematerial/heatsink system can be increasedby variousder
sign techniquesonce the system's shortcomings are identifiedand the magnit_ideof tle re-
quired improvements determined. Therefore, the initialanalyticaleffectclthisstudywas to
predicttheperformance of thefour selectedfusiblematerialswith the simple adiabaticsystem.
Experimental models w_re thenbuiltand testedto verifythe analyticalresults.
The performance ofthe selectedfusiblematerialsand a simple adiabaticsysten_is
lim'tedby the insulatingeffectof the molten liquidlayer. The performance ofthese fusible
"_-aterialscan be greatlyincreasedin an improved adiabaticsystem, as describedin Sectior:.
Thermal Analysis
A transientthermal analysisof the adiabaticsystem (Figure2-1), representedby the
electricalanalognetwork (Figure4-1), was performed for the four selectedfusiblematerials.
The thermal conductanceand capacitanceare temp_.rature-dependentand were calculated
from the thermophyslcal propertiesin Figures 3-2 and 3-3. The additicualinputparameters
are latentheat, melt temperature, heatingrace,node size, and initialconditio_is.The latent
heat and melt temperature are presented in Figure 3-2. This analysiswas performed for a
one-square-footcross sectionof fusiblematerial (semi-infiniteslab),with fivecol'_stantheat
inputratesat node 1 (Figure4-Ia), and with no heatexchange at theother boundaries. The
selectednode thicknesswas. 016667 in. (.042334 cm} for _ode 1, and. 03333 in. (.08466 cm)
for the remaining nodes.
This node sizewas 3electedfor the finalanalysisaftera sensitivityanalysiswas per-
formed to obtaingood temperature stability(asmooth increasein _hetemperature ofthe
melted material)and a steadyprogression of melt thickness. There is a trade-offbetween
program stabilityversus computer time. The analysisbecame unstablewhen the rationf
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•(Btu/node)latentheatto heat ra'_eHL/q h ur increasedabove. 1. This ratiovariedfrom approx-
imately.015 to.075 for theheatingratesand materialsused inthe analysis. For program
stability,thecomputationwas startedwiththe firstnode I°F below melt pointand the follow-
ingnode temperaturesdecreasingby. I°F per node.
The temperate.ireof interestisa node 1 (Figure4-1a). This pointrepresents the
boundary between theheat source and the fusiblematerialand hereafterwillbe definedas the
coldplate.
AnalyticalResults
The analyticalresultsforthe cold platetemperature rise and the melt layerthickness
as a functionof time and constantpower inputare presented in Figure 5-1. Note thatthe
temperature rise increasesrapidlywith an Jncreasein inputpower rate. This rapidtempera-
ture ribeabove themelt pointiscaused by the insulatingeffectofthe low-conductivitymolten
layer,sincethefusionprocess isat constanttemperature. This insulatingef_ec_limitsthe
-_ use of thesimple adiabatic-paraffinsystem to low power rates,depending on thedesired
temperature controlperiodand thetemperature risethatcan be tolerated.
The pedro.mance of thefourn-paraffinsisessentiallyequivalent,especiallyat lower
levelsoftotalinputenergy (i.e., 1500 watt-min/ft2 at 50 wat_s/ft2 for 30 minutes to 250
watts/ft2 for 6 minutes),as shown in Figure 5-1. The lower performance capabilityofthe
n-paraffinswithfewer carbon atoms (C14H30 and C16H34 ) ismore distinctat greatertotal
energy levels,especiallyatthe higherfluxdensities(250watts/ft2 for 20 minutes, Figure
5-1).=The variationin performance of the selected n-paraffin(coldplatetemperature rise)
isnot significantwhen compared with the totaltemperature riseat the coldplate.
Because ofthe similarpropertiesand thermal performance ofthese even n-paraffins,
any techniquesdevelopedto improve theirperformance as heat sinkmaterials shouldapply
equallyto thehomologous series.
Parametric Analysis
The computationtechniquesused inthe analysisofthe one-dimensionaladiabaticmodel
resultincom.)uterprogram il=stabilltiesatrates of heatflow slightlybelow 50 watts/ft2. A
parametric analysis,assuming constantthermcphysicalpropertiesfor the molten fusible
material,was performed. For the heat ratesbelow 50 watts/ft2 the meR layertemperature
does not increasesignificantlyabove the melt pointfor a considerableperiod ofheat addition:
Therefor'e,the assumption ofconstantfluidpropertiesfor the melt willnot resultin a
significanterror.
The parametric resultsare presented in Figure 5-2. The temperature parameter (T*)
can be used to calculatethetemperature change across the liquidmelt layer, and the melt
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thickness _arameter {,iX*) provides the thickness of the liquid layer as a function of time.
These data were correlated with the computer results and fitted with the equations presented
in Figure 5-2. The equations can be used to calculate the performance parameters, cold
plate temperature rise, and melt layer thickness directly. The accuracy of these results
will decrease with increasing power rate and increasing total energy input. No attempt was
made to define limitations of this parametric approach.
Veriiication Experiment
An experimental model was built and tested to verify the analytical results. The
boundary conditions assumed for the analytical model were simulated as accurately as pos-
sible. An attempt was made to calculate out the dissimilar effects so that the analytical and
experimental results could be compared directly.
The fusible material must be thermally isolated from external heat sinks and maintained
in good thermal contact with the heat source (i. e., cold plate) while the material expands and
contracts as a function of temperature. Tht cold plate is placed above the fusible material
to eliminate convection t.urrents caused by density variation (temperature difference) and
earth gravity. Octadecane was the selected test material because of the high purity available
(Table 3-2), and because its melt point is slightly above room temperature.
Experimev.tal model. - The first attempts at packaging used a silicone rubber boot to
contain the fusible material in good contact with the cold plate and to allow for expansion and
contraction with temperature variation. A moldable elastomeric container was initinlly selec-
ted over a metallic bellows to develop packaging techniques that could be applied to various
shapes. Problems were encountered, however, with leakage and tearing of the boots. By
'the time a model was developed to satisfactorily contain the fusible material, the thermal
mass was excessive for reliable thermal experimentation.
A stainless steel bellows model (Figures 5-3 and 5-4) was constructed and tested to
simulate the adiabatic system. The bellows model was calibrated for spring rate. The
model was filled with octadecane at 105°F (314°1{) to 12 psig, resulting in a bellows expansion
ratio at 14_. With the octadecane solidified, the bellows is still 6°_ expanded, exerung a
pressure of 5-6 psig on the fusible material.
The three-foot-diameter vacuum chamber shown in Figure 5-5 was used for all the
system performance testing. The chamber has an internal shroud for liquid nitrogen cool-
ing. Since the vacuum chamber was only used to thermally isolate the adiabatic models, the
chamber walls were kept at room temperature.
Ten test runs were made with the n-etallic bellows model (Figure 5-4) for verification
of the one-dimensional adiabatic system. The tests were conducted in a vacuum of 10-5 torr,
with the model insulated in 30 layers of aluminized mylar. The model was suspended by thin
cords to reduce heat leaks.
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: .!_xperimental results. - The cold plate temperature histories ob_ined by test and by
analysis are presented for comparison in Figure 5_6. The test results indicate somewhat
be_er performance than the analysis, i.e., less cold plate temperature rise as a function of
heat rate and time. For these data curves, electrical heat inputs have been corrected by sub-
tract_g the heat losses to the en_ronment and the heat required to raise the package and
heater temperature. Thus, a corrected heat input rate to the fusible material was obtained.
The complete model temperature history for Test Run 6 is presented in Figure 5-7.
Note that the temperatures at thermocouples 6 and 8 indicate that liquefaction (mel_ point =
300_K) has occurred. The power histogram is shown in Figure 5-8. The heat stored by the
container and hea_er was determined to be less than 15_ of the total heat input. The neat
loss to the external environment and through the electrical leads was calculated to be only a
few percent. The same test conditions were used for Runs 5 and 6. A comparison of the
cold plate temperature rise is shown in Figure 5-9. The test results were in good agreement
with the analysis for a 10-minute period. At this time, the test results deviated, demonstra-
ting better performance than the analytical results.
A comparison of the thickness of the melted fusible material obtained by test and
analysis is presented in Figure 5-10. The data from th_rmocouple 6 are in good agreement
with the analytical results. Heat transfer in the stainless steel bellows will not significantly
change the time of melting because of the long heat path in the bellows (Figure 5-3). The
thermal resistance of the bellows is greater than that of the fusible material from the cold
plate to the location of thermocouple 6. The distance of thermocouple 8 _rom the cold plate
cannot be accurately determined .because the top and bottom plates warped when they were
silver-soldered and also buckled stightly under pressurization. This distance is approximate-
ly. 47 •. 05 in. (1. 19 ±. 1 cm), (Figures 5-3 and 5-10)J
Correlation of Analytical and Experimental Results
The majority of the total energy absorbed by this system is accomplished by phase
change. A small percentage of the total energy is used to raise the temperature of *he molten
fusible material. The good correlation for melt depth (total energy) indicates that the heat
transfer parameters should be questioned. Some temperature lag is induced by the package
even though the heat stored therein has been calculated out of the results. The nominal bel-
lows cross sectional area used in data comparison and the fin effect of the stainless steel
bellows can also induce a small error that is difficult to correct. Another questionable para-
meter is the thermal conductivity. The test results would indicate a higher conductivity
than that used in the analysis.
The findings of Thomas and Westwater (Reference 11) reveal an interesting area effect
when working with the same material system, octadecane. They report on a microscopic
study of the solid-liquid interface during melting and freezing. The interface was populated
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with microscopic bumps and valleys which increased in height with an increase in heat flux.
It. the aa_alytical model, the solid-liquid interface is a semi-infinite plane. The increase in
surface area at the melt interface, caused by surface roughness, would result in better cold
plate temperature performance, as predicted by the test results.
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Fusible Material
• Melt £t.
I.D, Name Formula °K
A Tetradecane C14H30 278
B Hexad_cane C 6H34 289
C .Oct,decane CIbH38 300
D Eicosane C20H42 3I0
2001 _ '_"_
// °L'%*
_--Fusible Hateria] - A
B
C A
D B
u 160
t_, //
aJ
120 --4 •
_ 80
it -
°_0
_J
O
o 40
I ,2 C_D
A
5O
I (53swA_Ts/=2)
I I
0 10 20 30
Time _ - Minutes
FIGURE 5-I SIMPLE AND ONE DIMENSIONAL ADIABATIC SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
WITH FOUR n-PARAFFINS AS FUSIBLE MATERIALS
)
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Ass_ptlons:
i. Constant Heat Input
2. Material Properties Constant & at Melt Point
3. Slab at Time Zero is at T....
rite
_olld4, Zero Heat Conducted _rough
5, Zero Convection
S_bo is:
H = Heat of Fusion - BTUILb
p = Density - Lb/Ft 3
= Specific Heet - BTU/Lb-°F
C_ = Themal Diffusivity - Ft2/Hr
q/A = Heat Rate Per Unit Area = BTU/HR-Ft 2
k = Themal Conductivity - BTU/HR-Ft-°F
= Time - Hrs.
_X = Melt Thickness - r=.
TCp = T_perature a= liquid Face - OF (Cold Plate)
_elt = Melt T_perature - °F (T_perature at Liquid-Solld Interface)
T* P TMelt ___
Fitted EquationS:_elt [ . ,9__I ,0561_ ,947TCp - = .745 (qlA)2 _ • kpH Cp J t
(k/Cp),073 ] "9_J/-l5 ax=837(q/A_'92_.-pH._7 V I
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5=9
1966017401-042
5-i0
1966017401-043
6o _V 1_9/ _'_/n.
/<_o>/c_,_o_/'c_,o_ _o_
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o
/• 400l>o,x'l
oo//m°,4
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45 watts/it
T v'_ANA__ ._CAL RESULTS
4.1
(484.watts/m 2)
o_
r-4
o Verification Test of Adiabatic Temperatureco
Control Technique; Metallic Bellows Test
0 'Model; Test Material- Octadecane CI8H38 ;Melt Point 300°K
o. 60 Test Run 198_' I_9/' 127A_o Symbo I Number
_, _(1370)
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= O 7
".M
o _ 6
o_ O i0
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40 <> ?
>
o
O
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,P,I
•
o__ _ TEST RESULTS 45 watts/it 2
O
_ (484 watts/m 2 )
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FIGURE5-6 COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL AND TEST RESULTS -
SIMPLE ADIABATIC MODEL
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Verification Test of Adiabatic
Tmapersture Control Technique;
Metallic Bellows T_st Model; Test
Material - Octadecane CISH_8;Teat Run Noa. 5 and 6
--Analytical ge_ulcs (Heat Rate = 127 Watts/Ft 2, 1570 Watts/m 2)
(_ Test Run _o. 5 Results (Heat Rate = 127 Watts/Ft 2, 1370 Watts/m')
Test Run No. 6 Results (dear Kate = 126 Wat_s/Ft 2, 136C Watts/m 2)
38O
J
,oo /'J rQO
_ rnQo
, nO
0
t-i
320 /
(- ._
<
3OO[_ ....
0 10 20 30
TIME - MINUTES
FIGURE 5-9 COMPARISON OF TEST RUNS WITH EQUAL POWER INPUT -
COLD PLATE TEMPERATURE HISTORY
#
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SECTION 6
RADIATING FIN WITH ATTACHED FUSIBLE MATERIAL
This studywas conducted to determine thefeasibilityof increasingthe therm__ mass
or inertiaofa space radiatorby attachingfusiblematerials. The fusl.blematerialwu_d be
attachedto a radiatingfin(Figure2-!) and absorb heatby melting athigh power levels.
This would retardthetemperature rise atthe finroot. The fusiblematerialwould resolid-
ifyat low power densitiesby continuedthermal radiationto space. Inthismanner, the
fusiblematerialwould reduce the temperature excursionand allowthe radiatortobe sized
for a nominal power levelinsteadofthe maximum power density.
Fin Selection Analysis
The first step of this study was to select a typical fin size for the transient analysis.
The fin analysis could not be generalized because of the temperature decay along the fin
length, which is a function of temperature level, fin material, fin length, and fin thickness.
An optimum fin thickness study was performed for various fin lengths using the procedure
presented in Reference 12. The theoretical optimum weight thickness is marginal in struc-
tual requicements for a spacecraft's exterior skin with electronic gear directly mounted to
it; therefore, . 05 in. (• 13 cm) was selected as the minimum fin thickness for this study.
The fin material is aluminum with a surface coating having an infrared emissivity of
• 90. The radiating fi- steady-state temperature distribution was calculated using an analyt-
ical method developed by J.W. Tatom (Reference _3), and it was checked by the transient
computer program of Reference I0, which was allowed to reach steady state. The sink was
deep space with an assumed temperature of zero degrees Rankine. The results were in
good agreement, and the procedure of Reference 13 was used to calculate fin temperature
distribution for various fin lengths with root temperatures equal to the melt point of octad-
ecahe.
o
For the selected fin thickness, . 05 in. (. 13 cm) the rate of teril_rature decay in-
creased with fin length to approximately 4. 8 in. (12 cm) where it became essentially linear
(Reference 1). Since the addition of fusible material to the thermal radiating fin is useful
only where the fin temperature is above the melt point for most of the duty cycle, a fin
length of 4 ira (10 cm).was selected as a practical rnaximum for the stated melt temper-
ature and fin thickness. The transient analysis was performed for this iin length.
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Radiating Fin Performance Analysis
The final transient an_ysis of the radiating fin with and without attached fusible mate-
rial was performed with the 81mp!tfied electrical _ualog network (Figure 4-1). The selected
size of an aluminum_,fin node was. 4 in. along the fin, . 05 ira thick, alid 1 ft wide. The
fuslble material node size was the same length and width, but only. 625 in. thick. The con-
ductances between fusible m_terial nodes along the fin were neglected to conserve computer
time. This had !i_de effect on the analytical results due to the ratio of thermal resistances
of aiuxnlmam and fusible material, which is still two orders of magnitude when assuming a
0. 5 in. layer of fusible material.
An_An___rticalresults. - The fin root temperature history for three heating rates -- 25,
50, and 66 watts/ft of fin root (82, 164, _Jld 216 watts/m) for rpdiating fins of equal thick-
hess with and without attached fusible material -- is shown in Fig_are 6-1. The fusible
material greatly retards the fin temperature rise. The fin root temperature rise and decay
for the 50 watts/ft (164 watts/m) heating rate with a zero heat input during cooling is shown
in Figure 6-2 for three heating periods (5, 10, and 15 minutes). Once the fin root heat
i'lput is stopped, the fin root temperature drops very sharply. With no heat purse, the
temperature decay along the fin disappears and the temperature along the fin becomes a
constant (independent of length): dropping very rapidly to the fusible material freezing
point (300°K). The period bet-_.een the time when the root temperature, TR, becomes
300°K until it intersects the line of solidification loci (Figure 6-2) is the time required to
solidify all the fusible material melted du.-"mgthe heat pulse. The melt profiles for these
conditions are "also presented in Figure 6-2. For weight effectiveness, the melt profile is
the most efficient fusible material package outline. Note that, because of the temperature
decay along the fin, the melt profile is also a function of fin geometry and effectiveness.
Experimental Verification
The melt line for the 10-minute heat pulse at 50 watts/ft (164 watts/m) (Figure 6-2)
w_s selected for the experimental model. The selected fusible material profile is linear,
being. 20 in. (. 51 cm) deep at the fin root a.id. 05 in. (. 13 cm) at the fin tip. The fusible
material is contained in a ¢cnvoluted aluminum package, with a. 016 in. (. 041 cm) wail,
welded to the. 05 in. (. 13 cm) aluminum fin (Figure 6-3). The fin is extended 2 in. (5. 1 cm)
past the fin root to provide for a heater attachment. The fin and package were made from
6061-SO aluminum, which was heat-treated to T4 after welding. This technique provided a
satisfactory spring rate in the iJackage to maintain the fusible material in good thermal con-
tact with the fin. A nichrome ¢ire and laminated fiberglass heater was bonded on the fin
extension. The package was filled so that the octadecane was at 1.5-2 psig, with the mate-
rial in the solid state. The fill and vent nipples (Figures 6-3 and 6-4) were then removed,
and the vents were sealed with epoxy and small plates.
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An equal v_elght se!id aluminum fin. - A sohd aluminunl fin (6061-T4) was made having
the same length and width as the radiating fin described above. This solid aluminum fin was
equal in weight to the radiating fin with package and fusible material (Fi.gure 6-5). The
resultant fin thickness is. 108 ill. (. 274 cm). This solid aluminum equal weight fin u._cd in
tile comparative tests will show better performance than the. 05 ia. (. 13 cm) thick fin used
in the analytical comparison. The performance comparison for equal weSght fins is more
realistic, since performance per unit weight is a primary consideration in selecting space-
craft subsystems. After manufacture, the solid aluminum fin was 5% lighter than the one
with fusible material. This percentage of weight difference can be neglected when consid-
ering the overall performance of the radiating fins.
Expemmental installation. - The two fins were instrumented with 40-gage thermo-
couples and 28-gage heater leads to minimize heat loses. The radaating surfaces were
painted with CAT-A-LAC biack at the same time to minimize different coating properties°
Insulating gloves with 15 layers of aluminized mylar were fitted _o the test models to allow
thermal radiation from only the top surface of the fin (Figure 6-6). The assemblies were
installed and tested in a cold wall vacuum chamber (Figure 6-7). _ote that the insulating
gloves interfered with the cold wall view factor only at the top edge of the i,eater aud tha*_
the only other obstructions are thermocouple leads.
Experimental results. - The models were tested with the vacuum chamber pressure
level in the 10 -5 torr range and the cold wall temperature at less than 80°K. No fusible
material leakage was observed after four days of continuous exposure to this low pressure
and approximately 25 liquefaction-solidification cycles (Figure 6-8).
The steady-state power input required to maintain the fin root at 81°F (300'_K), the
melt point of octadecane, was 2.0 +. 5 watts/model. The analytical value for a. 05 in.
(. 13 cm) thick fin is 12.2 watts/ft of fin root (40 watts/m) or 2.1 watts/model. This steady-
state condition was not determined more accurately because of its secondary importance and
because of the long time period required to reach a steady-state condition.
The transient tests were run at three input power levels, )5, _0, and 75 watts/ft of
fin root (82, 164 and 246 watts/m). The fin root temperature history is presented in Figures
6..9, 6-10, and 6-11 for the three power levels. The reduction of the fin root temperature
excursion by the attached fusible material is well demonstrated for the three power levels.
Notice the effect of the different heating and cooling periods at the three power levels for
the two models. The !ast cooling t'eriod for each heat pulse level demonstrates the capa-
bi!ity of resolidifying the fusible material at a reduced power level.
The corrected power input to the flu root is also show- in Figures 6-9, 6-10, and 6-11.
The power input to the heater was changed in step functions. The difference between the
power to the heater and the average corrected power is the energy required to raise the
heater and the fin root extension temperature and the energy lost through the heater leads
and insulation,
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The fin temperature distribution at selected time intervals for the three power levels
is shown in Figures 6-12 through 6-17. When the fin tip temperature rises sharply above
the melt point (300°K), the fusible material is assumed to be completely melted. For the
fourth heat pulse at 50 watts/it (164 watts/m), Figure 6-15, the fusible material is melted
between 8 and 14 minutes. The fusible material is resolidified for the same case after a
total time period of 34-54 minutes ava a cooling I_eriod at 2. 9 watts/it (9.5 watts/m_.
Seven temperatures are read along the fin length in 35 seconds, and five of these are
plotted as if they were instantaneous. Therefore, the act_ml temperature decay along the
fin is slightly greater than that shown during the heat pulses. The measured lateral tem-
perature gradient at the fin root and tip was less than 3°F for all runs, with a nominal
value of 0 to 1oF. The fin with attached fusible material perfurmed better (i. e., exhibited
less temperature rise) for all the test heat pulses than the equal weight solid ahnr, fn_.,n fin.
Correlation of Analytical and E_perimentat Resets
The fin with attached fusible material was designed for a 10 minute, 50 watts/it of fin
root (164 watts/m) heat pulse, i.e., complete liquefaction of the fusible material for this
period and power rate. The test results indicate somewhat be_er performance than the
analysis. The required cooling period to obtain complete solidification also appears less
than that predicted _y analysis. Some performance improvement was expected due to the
aluminum package; uhis was not considered in the analysis. A comparison of the analytical
and experimental fin root temperature histories for the "-_with attached ft_sible material is
presented in Figure 6-18. The lower temperature rise fm the test model reflecLq the in-
fluence of the aluminum package.
A computer analysis was rerun for the solid aluminum fin, • 108 in. (. 274 cm) thick. A
comparison of the analytical and test results for this model is_presented in Figure 6-19.
The fin root temperature increases more rapidly for the analytical model. An analysis of
these results indicates that up to 10%of the input power was not accounted for in red,acing
the test data.
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Aluminum Fin Geometry
Length 4 In.(10.2 cm)
Width 12 in.(30.5 cm)
Thickness .05 in.(.13cm)
E IR .90
Radiation from one side only.
Fin Only
Fin & Octadecane
Radiation Sink (Space) = 0°K
45C
/
l
42 I//6 .."
/ ,,,.""
11/ ///
401 /
°, I /=_ // /I Fin Root Heat Rate
--/ /_..L_._ /_ = 50 Watts/(Ft of Fin Root)
, 375 // --_ ---[---- I------_ (164 Watts/m)I II I=_ ._..i /
_t q = 12.2 Watts/(Ft of Fin Root)(40.O Watts/m)
_;/ , • I I '
27530C" Wlth TR = TMelt (Octadecine) II
0 t, 8 12 16
Time - {_ - Minutes
FIGURE 6-I ROOT TEMPERATURE HISTORY OF A RADIATING FIN WITH
AND WITHOUT ATTACHED FUSIBLE MATERIAL
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cm
0 5 I0
' inches '
0 I 2 3 4
-.o5,i i / I I I I I ,A1_inu_Fin'II II / I I I0
•
_.5
1.0
MELT LAYER HISTORY OF FUSIBLE MATERIAL ATTACHED
TO A RADIATING FIN AT 50 WATTS/FT (164 WATTS/m)
450 I
Fin without attached
+
" " "! fusible material
•' Fin with attached
425 fusible material --
_ Octadecane_ C!8H38Melting Point 300OK
II l l oO
l_ _ Length 4 in. (10.2cm)I
375--I---_ l ".-- Width 12in.(30.5cm).
, I lo l Thickness .05 In. (.127cm)
, I \b I \ 6 IR .90
+., I X l \ Im
m 35C--I X
_" l '_ ,c.,,l'+" _ _ " ,
+ 50 %__' % \ Radiation Sink. (Space)= 0°K
....
' \ "iX, ",.< ', /
300 -.--........... -- --- -- ----
LOCUS Of Points For Solidification -- __
Of Fusible Material I
275 I I
0 I0 20 30
Time - f)- Minutes
FICURE 6-2 ROOT TEMPERATURE HISTORY OF A RADIATING 51N WITH AND WITHOUT ATTACHED
FUSIBLE MATERIAL AT 50 WATTS/(FOOT OF FIN ROOT) (164 WATTS/m)
)
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SECTION A-A
Notes:
Package with convolutions formed prior to fabrication.kage edges heliarc wel_ed to fin.
3. Material - 6061 aluminum, heat treated to T-4 after fabrication.
4. Fin surface coating CAT-A-LAC black, 2-4 mils, infrared hemispherical emisivity .88
_ Fusible mate_'ial tested - Octadecane C18_38 , melting point 81OF (300°K).T be fittings bond d to fill and vent ports for filling. Fittings removed
and ports sealed with plate for testing. Package pressuzized to
1.5 - 2 psig with fusible material in the solid state.
7. Electric heater - nichrome _rlre and laminated fiberglass, epoxy filled, 36 ohms.
8. Thermocouples (TC) -chromel constantan.
a. TC 1 - bonded on top of heater and under insulati_ glove.
b. TC 10 - bonded on top of insulating glove.
9. Leads - heater = first 12.0 in. 28 gage, remainder 22 gage.
A thermocouples - first 12.0 in. 40 gage, remainder 30 gage.Insulating 8love - 15 layers aluminized mylar, attached to model four(4)
places with double backed tape.
k 1. Weights:
Fin 18.96 8m (Prior to welding on package) .
Package 5.92 gm (lncludin_ weight of edge weld)
Fusible Material 16.15 _m
Fin Extension 8.56 gm
Heater 6.24 sm
FIGURE 6-3 RADIATING FIN WITH ATTACHED FUSIBLE MATERIAL TEST MODEL
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FIGURE 6-4 RADIATING FIN WITH ATTACHED FUSIBLE MATERIAL - FILL & VENT PORTS
BEFORE AND AFTER FILLING
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SECTION A-A
Notes:
1 ° Material - fin machined from 6061 T-4 aluminum.
2. Fin surface coating CAT-A-LAC black, 2-A mils, infrared hemispherical emisivity .88
3. Electric heater - nlchrome wire and laminated fiberglass, epoxy filled, 35 ohms.
4. Thermocouples (TC) -chromel constantan.
a. TC II - bonded on top of heater and under insulating glove.
b. TC 18 - bonded on top of InsulaLing glove.
5. Leads - heater - first 12.0 in. 28 gage, remainder 22 gage.
thermocouples - first 12.0 in. 40 ga_,_ remainder 30 gage.
Insulating glove - 15 layers aluminized mylsr_ attached to model four(4)
places with double backed tape.
7. Weights:
Fin 39.10 8m
Fin Extension 8.56 8m
Heate: 6.00 gm
FIGURE 6_5 SOLID ALUMINUM RADIAfING FIN TEST MODEL
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FIGURE 6-6 RADIATING FIN TEST MODEL INSTALLED IN INSULA'£!NG GLOVE
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i Stand
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1_ Radiating surfaces are in the same plane.
It,s interfering _th total hemispherical _ew of cold
wall fr_ radiati_ surface(s):
a. 40 gage the_ocouple leads.
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FIGUP-_.6-7 INSTALLATION FOR TWO(2) RADIATING FIN MODELS
1966017401-064
FIGURE 6-8 IhADIATING FIN MODELS AFTER TEST
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• Themocouple at-1.9 In. is bonded on top of heater
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FIGURE 6-12 TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION FOR TWO EQUAL WEIGHT RADIATING FINS
(ONE NITH ATTACHED I_SIBLE MATERIALp _E OF SOLID ALUMINUM)
FOR A 25 WATTS/FT OF FIN ROOT HEAT PULSE AND A ZERO WATT
COOLING PERIOD (RUN 2s 3RD HEAT PULSE)
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Thermocouple at-l.9 in. is bonded on top of heater
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FIGURE 6-13 TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION FOR TWO EQUAL WEIGHT RADIATING FINS
(ONE WITH ATTACHED FUSIBLE MATERL%Lp C_E OF SOLID ALUMINUM)
FOR A 25 WATTS/FT OF FIN ROOT HEAT PULSE AND A 5.9 WATTS/FT
COOLING PERIOD (RUN 2p 6TH H_AT PULSE)
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FIGURE 6-14 TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION FOR TWO EQUAL WEIGHT RADIATING FINS
(ONE WITH ATTACHED FUSIBLE MATERIAL_ ONE OF SOLID ALUMINUM)
FOR A 50 WATTS/FT OF FIN ROOT HEAT PULSE AND A ZERO WATT
COOLING PERIOD (RUN 3_ 31%DHEAT PULSE)
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FIGURE 6-15 TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION FOR TWO EQUAL WEIGHT RADIATING FINS
(ONE WITH ATTACHED FUSIBLE MATERIAL, ONE OF SOLID ALUN_R_)
FOR A 50 WATTS/FT OF FIN ROOT HEAT PULSE AND A 2.9 WATTS/FT
COOLING P_RIOD ( RUN 3, 4TH HEAT PULSE)
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FIGURE 6-16 TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION FOR TWO EQUAL WEIGHT RADIATZNG FINS
(ONE WITH ATTACHED FUSIBLE MATERIALp ONE OF SOLID ALUMINUM)
FOR A 75 WATTS/FT OF FIN ROOT HEAT PULSE AND A ZERO WATT
COOLING PERIOD (RUN 4_ 2ND HEAT PULSE)
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FIGURE 6=17 TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION FOR TWO EQUAL WEIGHT RADIATING FINS
(ONE WITH ATTACHP-D FUSIBLE MATERIAL_ ONE OF SOLID ALUMINUM)
FOR A 75 WATTS/FT OF FIN ROOT HEAT PULSE AND A 1,5 WATTS/FT
COOLING PERIOD (RUN 4_ 3rd HEAT PULSE)
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SECTION 7
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT
The thermal analysis and experimental verification studies demonstrated the feasibility
of u_ing fusible materials for thermal control. These studies also emphasized the following
two major shortcomings of the materials and systems used:
1. The poor thermal diffusivity of the paraffins limits the useful heat flux rate (power
density) that can be absorbed with a tolerable temperature rise at the heat source,
and/or it limits the fusible materials to thin slabs and the system t,. low total
energy levels.
2. Maintaining the fusible material in good thermal contact with the heat source re-
quires a pressurized container capable of expanding and contracting to allow for
volume changes.
A system improvement study, conducted to overcome these shortcomings, resulted in
the development of rigid packages with metallic filler materials that greatly improved the
thermal diffusivity of the system at reasonable weight penalties. The improve,t packaging
techniques and increased thermal diffusivity were verified experimentally using the adiabatic
system and the four selected fusible materials: tetradecane, hexadecane, octadecane, and
eicosane.
The metallic filler materials used were aluminum wool, aluminum foam, copper foam
(Figure 7-1), and aluminum honeycomb (Figure 7-2). The best remtlts were obtained with
aluminum honeycomb. Honeycomb offers distinct advantages over the other filler materials.
It provides a more effective heat transfer fin that can be selected in various fin (honeycomb
sheet) thickne._ses. Also, the fin spacing can be set at anv desired position between zero
(unexpanded honeycomb Hobe) and the fully open cell position.
The test results indicate that the fin spacing was the parameter controlling performance
for the package depth and fusible materials tested. The selected packaging concept can limit
the cold plate temperature rise to 10°K using n-paraffins as fusible materials, power densi-
ties up to 500 watts/ft 2 (5,400 watts/m2), and a total power input level of 3000 watt-min/ft 2
(32,000 watt-min/m2). The packaging weight penalty is less than the fusible material weight
(50-85%) for this total energy level, which represents a 0.5 in. (1.27 cm) package depth.
The rigid package consists of thin aluminum skins with a rigid metallic filler material
core, which carries the structural loads and increases the thermal diffusivity. The package
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is filled with liquid fusible material at a high temperature and then sealed. When the fusible
material solidifies, a partial void volume is formed. This void volume is filled with fusible
material vapor and air at reduced pressures. There are no eYcessive loads im_)osed on the
: package until the fusible material fill temperature is exceeded. With the :Jhole package above
the fill temperature, the package would burst and leak due to the inco_Jpressibility of the liq-
uid fusible material. Designing the heat sink with an adequate margin of safety will result in
a reliable temperature ccntrol package.
The thermal analyeis, package development, and performance testir,$ that resulted in
the improved design are discussed in the following subsections.
Aluminum Wool Filler Materials
Metallic wool was considered as a filler material for two reasons. First, the woo! ca,_
retain the fusible material in good thermal contact with the cold plate by capillary action;
this capillary action, in turn, allows a lightweight, unpressurized package. Second, the
metallic wool improves the thermal diffusivity of the fusible material-wool matrix.
Two performance test models were built and tested with aluminum wool fillers for im-
proved.thermal diffusivity (Figures 7-3 and 7-4). T.he -,,nlume of compressed aluminum wool
used in the two models was 10 and 18% of bulk v,;iu;ue. The inodels were only partly filled
o
with octadecane at 140°F (333°K) and then sealed. The void volume wit;_ the fusible material
solid is estimated at 20 to 23% of the tc_a] volume for the two models. Tb.e aluminum wool
was at*_,ched to the cold plate by belug pressed in a thin layer of epoxy. _rhe side walls on the
18% ah _inum wool model consisted of' ,me layer of epe_,-impregnate¢_ _L:_'s cloth, with the
package surface plates being separa_:.., ,Jy four posts (Figure 7-4). The. ,. :,e walls on the 10%
aluminur_, wool model were 0.016 in. a tu,'r,inum sheet. The model_ aro. :Jwn with thermo-
couples installed in Figure 7-5.
As shown Jn Figure 7-6, the 107oalumlr,um wool model s_:,__.,_.oraeimprovement in
performance (coldplatetemperature risea_ a functionof cozy,_ ._at rateand time), but
significantlyless improvement thanthatindicatedby the p,'e!i,_nP.ryanalysisat the aluminum
concentrationused. The performance of the 187owool model (Fizure7-7)was essentiallythe
same as thatof the pressurized,stainlesssteelbellows model.
The marginal gain inperformance withthe additionof aluminum wool isprobably due to
the long heat pathin thewool and the contactresistancebetween fibers. The betterperform-
ance of the 107owool model can be attributedto the aluminum sidewalls, which actas an
effectiveheattransferfin.While the aluminum wool models did not show marked improve-
ment in system performance, they didverifythe new packaging technique,i.e.,the unpres-
surized rigidpackage ccncel_t.
@
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Metallic Foam Filler Materials
Metallic foams have capillary retention properties similar to those of compressed wool,
providing the cell size is small. Since the cells are interconnected, the heat transfer capa-
bilities should be greatly increased. After a material availability survey, three open cell
metallic fo_ms were found that warranted further investigation. All three foams are manu-
fr.ctured by Emerson and Cuming, Inc. One foam is aluminum with a density of 0.9 gm/cc,
which is one-third that of solid aluminum. The other foams are copper with a d_nsity of 0.5
_m/cc; these foams have 10 and 30 cells/in. (Fi6ur_ 7-1).
A preliminary weight analysi._ indicated that filling the package void volume with 20-25%
aluminum would reduce the heat of fus,l.on per total weight Dy a factor of two. This reduction
in total energy was selected as a practical m_ximum for im.reasing the thermal diffusivity
of the n-paraffins by dense filler materials. The c3pper foams are within thi_ selected
weight re'-uirement, but the aluminum is too dense. Because the foams can be machinea, it
#as assumed that the aluminum foam ,_ould be drilled or slotted to obtain a lo #er density. A
performance analysis of octadecane with aluminum foam at various densities was performed
to select a test configuration.
Simplified Avalysis of a Foam-Octadecane System
An analysis was performed using an Emerson and Cuming, Inc., open cell aluminum
foam, Eccofoam MC-AO, with octadecane as the fusible material. This foam has a reported
conductivity of 12.5 Btu/hr ft°F (10% that of solid &iuminum). The foam was _ssumcd to be
slottedor drilledto lower densitiesinthe anatysis.A simplifiedform of the parametric
analysis(seeSection5)w_tsassumed for_e analyticalmodel. Zero lateral_hermal resist-
ance was assumed, making the resultsoptimistic.The resultse_represented in Figure 7-8,
which shows coldplatetemperature rise and melt thicknessas a _unctionof heat rate,time,
and percentaluminum. Th._thermophysicalpropertiesused in thean_lysi__re shown in
Figure 7-9. This analysis,though simplifiedand optimistic,indicatedthatsignificantper-.
formance improvement can be obtainedby increasingthe thermal diffusivRy.
A weight analysiswas performed using reasonablepackage wall thicknessesand adhe-
sive weights (Figure7-I0). Package weight can alsobe optimizedby thispackagingtechnique
ifa stainlesssteelbellows is requiredfor the simple adiabaticmodel (Figure7-10)._The
optimum fiher materialconcentrationis on theorder of 5-10% al,.uinum, consideringboth
coldplatetemperature performance and minimum weight. R didnot appear feasible_o reduce
the aluminum foam to this density, and since the analysis tP known to be optimistic, a test
density of 15-20% solid aluminum was selected for the aluminum foam.
Metallic Honeycomb Filler Materials
Initially, the available ho,'.eycomb cell sizes appeared too large to be useful for tntprov-
ing the thermal dfffusivity of tusible material packages. Once it was determined that honey-
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comb could be used reliably with even sheet spacing and with the cells partly open, a hcney-
comb package design was _elected for further study.
The package has a 1o-20% void volume for fusible material expansion. A wool or foam
matrix will provide an even distribution of the fusible material except under high g loading.
This reduces tlle heat path length from th_ cold plate to the fusible material. In the honey-
comb design, the fusible material will be at the bottom of the cell under one g conditions,
creating a Io;tger heat path from the cold plate, which is located at *,he top of the model. At
zero g, the fusible material should adhere to the cell wails with the void in the center. This
is due to the high wetting capabilities of the paraffin-aluminum material system.
Honeycomb design analysis. - A fin effectiveness study indicated that a fin thickness on
tY,e order of 0. 001-0. 003 in. (0.0025-0. 0076 era), with fin spacings of less than 0.07 in.
(0.18 cm), is required for optimum performance for a 0.5 in. (1.27 cm) package depth.
Adapting a weight optimizing technique for parallel firhs and a convective system (Reference
14) to the honeycomb geometry and a static fusible material (moltexi cctadecane at 311°K)
resulted in the optimum weight performance presented in Figure 7-11. Note that the abscissa
(% aluminum) for Figure 7-11 is the same a_ for Figure 7-8, but in the case of honeycomb is
represented by fin edge area over total surface area. The performance presented in Figures
7-8 and 7-10 can be used as an approximation for the honeycomb system, as well as for the
foam system.
The lower the aluminum concentration in this analytical model, the more optimistic are
the results. Considering this, test models were designed with aluminum filler material con-
centrations of 5-20%. To limit the number of variables, only one pacl_ge depth (honeycomb
fin length) was tested; this depth was 0. 5 in. (1.27 cm).
Model Dsign and Fabrication
It'_rasplanned totestthe threepreviouslymentioned foams and aluminum honeycomb at
four core densRies, withtwo additionalhoneycomb models being tested_ttone density. Three
honeycomb models at one densitywere selectedto definethe effectso! fin(honeycomb) geom-
etry. Octadecane was selectedas the testfusiblematerial. The finalsystem improvement
model designis shown in Figure 7-12.
The aluminum foam previouslystudiedwas notused because of the poor structural
continuityrevealedwhilethe foam was being machined. Two copper foam models (5% copper)
were builtwithcellsizesof 10 and 30 cells/in.The 30 ceU/in, model failedwhen itwas
pressure-testedat 16 psig(Figure 7-13). The 10 cell/in,copper foam model and 12 honey-
comb models were tested.The honeycomb sheetthicknessesused were 0.0012, 0.0019, and
0.0024 in. (0.0030, 0.0048, and 0.0061 cm), with the sheet spacing(honeycomb cellol_ening)
varyingfrom 0.019 to 0.072 in. (0.048to 0.18 cm). The honeycomb geometries testedare
shown in Figure 7-14.
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The honeycomb Hobe (unexpandedhoneycomb) was obtainedfrom Hexcel Products, Inc.
Itconsistedof 3003 aluminum sheetwith a three-eighth-inchcellsize. The catalogednominal
sheetthicknessesfor the honeycomb testedare 0.001, 0.0015, and 0.0020 in. (0.0025,0.0038,
and 0.0051 crn) The variationfrom actualsheet thicknessisdue todensityrequirements in
specificationsthatmust be met by the manufacturer. The actualnominal sheetthicknesses
definethe package weight and performance parameters and are used throughoutthisreport.
Two 1/16-in.holeswere drilledthrough each honeycomb cell(Figure 7-12)to accom-
modate thefillingofthe fusiblematerial. Prior to filling,thefusiblematerialand the mo.lel
were stabilizedat 64-66°K above the melt point. The model was then evacuatedand filled
with the fusiblematerialby vacuum filling.The model was sealedby shutoffvalvesand
cooledin such a positionthatfrozen mz.terialpluggedthe inletand outletports. The valves
were then removed and theports capped.
Leakage and bond performance. - Three epoxieswere used to bond the fillermaterials
to the surfaceplates.A high-conductivity,silver_illedepoxy (56C)end a thin-sheetstruc-
turalepoxy (FM-1000), Figure7-12,were used on the firsttwo models (-11and -45)to deter-
mine theeffectofthe bond on heat transfer.The thermal performance ofthese two models;
which were similar exceptforthe adhesive,was essentiallyequivalent;therefore,the use of
the heavy, silver-filledepoxy was discontinued.Apparently the honeycomb is forced through
the epoxy during the cure process, forming a metal-to-metalcontact.The firstmodels built
with FM-1000 dad not bubble-leakwhen pressurized withhelium to 30 psig,but high trace
leakagewas detectedwith a helium sniffer.Some poor curingresultswere also observed
with the FM-1000. Bubble leakage was detectedfor two models (-7Mod 1 and -9 Mod 1)at
the flange(Figure7-12). These models were patchedwRh epoxy and fiberglassprior to per-
formance testing.The remaining models were builtwith 3M Companyadhesive AF-300. The
thermal perfoTmance of thisadhesivewas equivalentto FM-1000; no helium leakagewas
detectedto 30 psig. The adhesiveused for each model is notedon the testresults.
Model identification.- Twelve additionalmodels were builtafterthe performance tests
on Modeis -11 and -45. The firstgroup was designatedMod 1 and the second group Mod 2.
The complete title(Dash No., M_d No. )must be used to identifya model because the honey-
comb geometry was varied for equivalentdash numbers. The lasttwo models built(-19 Mod
1 and Mod 2)deviateconsiderablyfrom the optimum weight effectivenesslineshown in Figure
7-14 (t= 0.0019 in.,2x = 0.072 in.). These models were builtat a low densitywiththe
honeycomb stockavailableat the time of manufacture.
The only foam model (-1Mod 1)thatwas performance testedcontainedcopper foam (10
ceLls/in.). Two honeycomb models (-11 Mod 1, -15 Mod 1)were testedwith two fusiblemate-
rials(octadecaneand eicosane).The models were evaluatedat hightemperature and flushed
with carbon tetrachloridefor cleaning.The firsttestmat_.rialused was o_tadecane. The
totalnumber of configurationstested(model + fusiblematerial)was 15. A minimum of two
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models we.'e tested with each of the four selected fusible materials: tetradecane, hexadecane,
octadecane, and eicosane.
Experimental Evaluation of System Improvement Models
The system improvement models were ins.ulated in 20 layers of aluminized Mylar ancl
tested in a vacuum chamber maintained in the 10-5 torr range. A model with thermocouples
installed and ready for testing is shown in Figure 7-15. Two models were :_sted at the same
o
time; the test installation is shown in Figure 7-16. Note the Tygon tube manifold on the top
of each model. The fusible material was solidified after each test run by discharging cold
nitrogen gas onto the models. When the fusible material was solidified, the chamber was re-
evacuated and another test run made. The Tygon tube is a poor thermal conductor, and the
net energy that can be stored or transferred by the Tygon manifold was calculated to be less
than two percent of the total energy available in the test model.
The model temperature level was stabilized a few degrees below the melt point of the
fusible material. The test was started with a three-step power input to obtain a constant !
power input to the model. The first two steps were 10 and 5°_ above the continuous load and !?
lasted for one minute. The majority of the initial excess power is absorbed by the heater.
Test runs were made for most models at six power levels, with one rerun being made for one
half the models. The power levels used were 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, and 50 watts/model, re-
sulting in corrected vower levels of approximately 105, 157, 210, 315, 420, and 525 watts/
ft 2. The heat stored in the heater and lost to the environment was subtracted from the input
power, and this power history was averaged as a function of time to obtain the corrected
power input to the package. Note that the high,_.st power level tested for the simple adiabatic
model was approximately 200 watts/ft 2.
Initial models with honeycomb filler materials. - As previously mentic, ned, Models -11
and -45 were built anct tested to determine the effect of the bond between the core and surface
, t .
plates on thermal performance. The models were built as similar as possible except for the
adhesive used to bond the aforementioned joint (Figure 7-12). The selected honeycomb sheet
thickness for the models was 0.0019 in. (0. 0048 cm) with a nominal maximum fin spacing of
0.032 in. 10.081 era). The test fusible material was octadecane. The test results for these
models (cold plate temperature rise and corrected power input as a function of time) are pre- c
sented in Figures 7-17 through 7-23.
Both models displayed good thermal performances. The cold p]ate temperature re- i
mained relatively constant after the initial increase at less than 10°K above the melt point
for tile majority of the liquefaction period. The cold plate temperature started rising rapidly
just prior to complete liquefaction. Note that the temperature at the bottom of the l_:tckage is
ab3ve the melt point for the majority of the test period (Figures 7-17 through 7-23). There-
fore, melting is being accomplished at _tll metal surfaces.
!
I
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A good indicationof complete,liquefactionisthe sharp increasein temperature at the
bdttom of the package. This isdemonstrated by the _'esultshown in Figures 7-17 through
7-23. A comparison of there resultswith the totalenergy available(Figure 7-24) shows
good correlationforbot_ models. The correi&tionis betterfor Model -45, as indicatedby
the comparison of coldplatetemperature _tt he corresponding _tand power input. Figure
7-24 also shows thatover halfthe tP.mperaturerise occurs during the last20 percent of the
liquefactionperiodand thatthe ten,peraturerise is only on the order of 5°K for the first80%.
In addition,the resultsindicatethatthistemperature controltechniqueis usefulfor heat
pulsesat the 500 watts/R2 levelfor shorttime periods. Figure 7-25 is a graphic comparison
of theperformance improvement _)btainedwith the system improvement adi_tbatictestmodeL,.
Additionaltestmodels. - The testresultsfor the additionalmodels are presented in
Figures 7-28 through 7-38. The pertinentdata definingthefusiblematerialtestedand the
model configurationare noted in each figure. The time period(eef )noted in thesefigures
identifiesthe time at which the coldplatetemperature startedrisingrapidly. The time (eT)
identifiesthe totalliquefactionperiod as indicatedby the sharp temperature riseat thebot-
tom ofthe package, eelf v2xied from 75 to 95 percent of eT for alltestmodels.
The best coldplatetemperature riseperformance is on the order of t0°K at #T, 5_K
at 8eff with an Luputpower of 500 watts/ft2 (5400watts/m2). Note the varying coldplatetem-
peraturerise as a functionoffin(honeycomb sheet)spacing. The totalenergy absorbed for
each testrun isthe product of #T and the correctedaverage power listedin each figure. The
actualpackage weight and weightper unitarea are also noted in each figure.
__ .-
Correlation of Test Results
The repeatabilityof resultsfor testsrerun on the same model isquitegood, as illus-
tratedby the resultspresented inTable 7-1. As previouslymentioned, reruns were made
for hal_the models. The productof the complete liquefactionperiod (_T)and the average
correctedpower input(61)isthe totalenergy absorbed by the pacl_,ge and fusiblematerialfor
a particularrun. The coldplatetemperature isrisingrapidlyat _T, resultingin more scat-
ter of coldplatetemperature performance thantotaienergy for thesererun conditions.
There is considerablymore variationinthe totalenergy per testfor the finaltest
models and fusiblematerialsthan for the i_litialtestmodels (-11 Mod I, -45),as shown in
Figure 7-24. The totalenergy varied from 2530 watt-min/R 2 (±13%)for Model -9 Mod 2
(nexadecane)to 3330 watt-min/R2 (+8%)for M_del -19 Mod 1 (octadecane).Some variationis
due to thequantityand purityof the fusiblematerial,some tothe variationin model tempera-
ture rise (mass x specificheat x dT), and some, undoubtedly,to testaccuracy. Therefore,
the testresultswere correlatedand smoothed for each testmodel before the datawere ana-
lyzedto determine the effectof the honeycomb configur_ttion.
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The correlation of the test results is presented in Figures 7-39 through 7-50, with each
, figure representing one model and test fusible material. The effective temperature control
periods in these figures correspond to the break in cold plate temperature from the test
results shown in Figures 7-27 through 7-38. No attempt was made to correlate the results
for the copper foam model (Figure 7-26) with the honeycomb data.
Analysis of Test Results
A preliminary analysis of the correlated test results indicated that the controlling param-
eter for minimizing cold plate temperature wa_ the honeycomb sheet spacing. Various models
with different fusible materials and honeycomb sheet thicknesses, but equal sheet spacing, had
equivalent performance. Th_s indicated that the optimum honeycomb geometry presented in
Figu :ee 7-1.1 and 7-14 was pessimistic and that the tested fin length, 0.5.in.(1.27 cm), has an
optimum thickness of less than 0.0012 in. (0.0030 cm).
The performance parameters selected for comparison were cold plate temperature rise
- per unit time (dTcp/8) and input power density (_). These results are presented in Figure
7-51 as a function of fin (honeycomb sheet) spacing and independent of fin (honeycomb sheet)
¢mckness. The results for the honeycomb test models are also presented independent of the
test fusible material.
Good correlation was obtained at the lower power densities, 100-300 watts/ft 2 (1075-
3230 watts/m2), and at the effecti':e temperature control period (Serf). There is more scatter
in the results at the higher power densities and at the complete liquefaction period (ST). The
two points at a 0.04 in. (0.10 cm) fin spacing show good correlation and represent Models -7
Mod 1 and -13 Mod 1 with fin thi,=knesses of 0.0012 and 0.0024 in. (0.0030 and 0. 0061 cm).
Summary of Experimental Results
The analysis of the test results for the honeycomb models and n-paraffin fusible mate-
rials tested resulted in the adi'abatic system performance presented in Figure 7-52. This
performance is obtainable for any fusible material with equivalent thermophysicr, l properties.
The controlling material prol:,erties are thermal conductivity, density, and heat of fusion.
The controlling packaging parameter_ art, fin spacing and length. The optimum fin thickness
is less than 0.012 in. (0.030 cm) at a fin spacing of less than 0.04 in. (0.10 cm). The opti-
mum fin thickness is less than 0.0019 in. (0.0048 cm) at a fin spacing of 0.07 in. (0.18 cm)
for th_ aforementioned fin length.
The difference between the effective temperature control period and the complete lique-
faction period can be reduced, probably to less than 5%. The model design shown in Figure
7-12 allowed a void space between the core edge and package edge. This void space resulted
from the double radii used to form the surface plates. Also note the chambered corner of the
core. For all test cases, the thermocouple at the corner of the package bottom determined
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the complete liquefactionperiod. The bottom thermocouple at the package center indicated
thatthe temperature at thislocationfollowedthe coldtemperature more closely.This sug-
gests thatthe edge effectwhich causes the differencebetween 0ef and 9T could be greatly
reduced by reducingthe aforementioned voidvolume.
A package weightof 55 to 85% of thefusiblematerialweight ispracticalfor the package
depth and totalenergy levelofthe testmodels. The package weightpenaltywilldepend on
the tolerabletemperature riseand the power density.
..... Comparison of Test Results and Simplified AnRlytical Model
A comparison was made of the parameters controlling the improved adiabatic system
performance for the simplified analytical model, using aluminum foam to improve thermal
diffusivity and using an aluminum honeycomb filler material in the test model. The selected
honeycomb sheet thickness was 0. 0012 in. (0.0030 cm), which "s the most effective test fin
thickness. The fusible material is octadecane. The controUing parameter (as presented in
the simplified analysis) is the effective thermal conductivity at a given aluminum concentra-
tion. The equation for cold plate temperature rise from the parametric analysis (Figure 5_2)
was used to calculate the effective conductivity from the test results (Figure 7-52).
The results are presented in Figure 7-53. The cold plate temperature rise of the ana-
lytical model is a result of the assumed conductivity_ while the effective conductivity for the
test model is a result of the test pel formance and the assumed analytical model. Note the
good correlation for melt thickness present in Figure 7-53. The increase in effective conduc-
tivity for the test results above that of pure octadecane (Af/A S = 0) is greater than an order
of magnitude.
The influence of induced convection currents caused by the materi_tl density temperature
dependence and by earth gravity is difficult to estimate. The lightest liquid fusible material
is at the top next. to the heat source_ but the fusible material is molten at all metal boundaries.
Therefore, the dense solid core will fall toward the package bottom, causing a forced convec-
tion effect. The small cell size 0.5 in. (1.27 cm) high by 0.02-0.07 in. (0.051-0.18 cm)
wide-- and the low temperature potential 5-10°K will greatly restrict convection effects.
This transient problem with irregular-moving boundaries and discontinuities (assuming the
solid fusible material does fall) would be difficult to solve by any analytical technique.
The effects of convection are probably much less than the influence of the red_iced fin
spacing, as demonstrated in Figure 7-53, The effective cond. _ 4ty is greatly increased as
the cellsize and tempe_'aturepotentialare reduced, both factorsreducingthe potentialfor
convection.
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TABLE 7-1
REPEATABILITY OF TEST RESULTS (COMPARISON OF
RESULTS FOR TESTS REPEATED ON TRE SAME MODEL)
,i
RESULTS OF INITIAL RESULTS OF REPEATED
MODEL TEST
TEST RUN TEST RUN
FUSIBLE MATERIAL
DASH NO. MOD NO. _}T ATcp- q OT ATcp
-9 1 Octadecane 25.3 5.5 i05 *25.4 4.2 105
-13 I Octadecane 15.1 13.0 211 "15.1 13.1 211
-15 i Octadecane "14.1 9.3 210 13.9 6.2 212
-7 2 Tetradecane *23.4 5.5 106 23.5 6.3 107
-9 2 Hexadecane *22.3 6.1 106 21.1 6.1 107
Hexadecane "11.9 9.0 211 11.3 8.3 211
-II 1 "Elcosane 20.2 6.0 106 "21.0 5.2 105
-15 I Elcosane "21.5 6.2 105 20.0 3.7 106
r
Notes:
* = Selected data for presentation and correlation.
_T = Complete iiquefactlon period determined by break in temperature at
bottom of package. (Minutes)
ATcp= Cold plate t_perature rlse at eT. (°K)
= Average corrected power input (Watts/Ft 2)
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NOTES:
I. Materials"
a. All surfaces .041cm(.016") aluminum.
b. Aluminum wool Brillo wool fine grade dla..0025cm.(.001") approx.
Cavity filled 10.7. by volume with aluminum wool.
c. Fusible material tested- Octadecane C18H38
d. Electric heater - nichrome wire and laminated fiberglass, epoxy filled.
e. Thermocouples- cromel constantan.
2. All bonds and seals are epoxy 9 including aluminum wool to top and bottom plate.
FIGURE 7-3 ADIABATIC TEST MODEL FILLED WITH 10.7.ALUMINUM WOOL
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NOTES: _ECTION A-A
1, Materials"
a, Top and bottom plates ,051cm(,020") aluminum,
b. Sides fiberglass .076cm(.030,) approx,
c, Aluminum wool Brillo wool fine grade dia, ,0025cm (,001") approx,
Cavity filled 18% by volume with aluminum wool,
d° Fusible material tested - Octadecane C18H38
e° Electric heater - nichrome wire and lamlnated fiberglass, epoxy filled,
f, Thermocouples- cromel constantan,
2, All bonds and seals are epoxy s including aluminum wool to top and bottom plate,
FIGURE 7-4 ADIABATIC TEST MODEL FILLED WITH '18%ALUMINUM WOOL
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10_ cavity by volume fllled wlth sluRinu=
wool, dla..00250_(.001"). AIL,-In_m sides
.041_(.016"). Fuslble material - 0ctadecane,
Void volume wlth solld fuslble _terlal 21%.
0 "" '" '
Break in curve indicates 106
J IS fusible material completely (1140)
_ mel_ed. 158 ,,_
o _ . (1700)
G
m
_ 40 .......
1
t 20 i
Avg. Correc :ed
Power
56 WATTS/FT 2O
0 lO 20 30
Time - minutes
Notes:
-1. Time 0 taken_d_en cold plate temperature exceeded
300 °K (melting point of Octadecane).
2. Measured deviation of cold plate temperature less
than 2 °K from the themocouple shown.
_ICURE 7-6 TEST RESULTS OF ADIABATIC MODEL FILLED _TR 10% BY VOLUMEALUMINUMWOOL
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18% cavity by volume filled wlth aluminum
wool, dla..0025cm(.001"). Flberglass sides
•076cm(.030") approx. Fusible material •
Octadecane. Void volume wlch solid fusible
material 237..
201 154
60 (2t60) (1660)
106
(114o)
® /
l_ - ' '" 'Avg. Cot! ed
u Power Iiput
55 WATT IFT2
u (592 WAT S/m2)
f_
..-,_'°_'o 20 S /_"
=,.
I0 20 30
Time - minutes
Break in curve indicates
•_fuslble mscerlal completely
melted.
Notes:
1. Time 0 taken when cold plate temperature exceeded
300 °K (meltins point of Octadecane).
2. Measured deviation of cold plate temperature less
than 2 °K from the thermocouple shown.
FIGURE 7-7 TEST RESULTS OF ADTABATIC MODEL FILLED WITH 18% BY _'OLUME ALUMINUM WOOL
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6. Thermal Resistance (R)
I60.
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_L parallel resistance for aluminum and
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FIGURE 7-8 . IMPROVEMENT OF ADIABATIC SYSTEM PERFORMANCE;
SIMPLIFIED ONE-DIMENSIONAL ANALYTICAL MODEL;
ALUMINUM FOAM AND FUSIBLE MATERIAL WITH
INFINITE CROSS CONDUCTION
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1 BTU/L_ = 0.0388 watt min/gm
I LB/Ft = OA0160 8m/ccI BTU/HR _ -F = 0,0173 watt mln/_m OK
I BZUILB -F = 0,0698 watt rain/gin-K
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FIGURE 7-9 THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES USED FOR THE IMPROVED
- ADIABATIC - SYSTEM ANALYSIS INCORPORATING
ALUMINUM FOAM
250 Note: The package is filled with octadecane I
@ 350°K, 50°K above the melt poimt.
rThe void volume with solid fusiblematerial is 13% @ 0% Alum; & 9% @
200 .30ZAlum.
I I
_i _ Heating Rate Period
=.o Watts/Ft Watts.m2 Hours
100 1080 .25
150 1620 .25_
ram!m 1.50-- 200 2150 1.00
o _ . 250 2690
\
o • _00 ssumpttons.
! _ i. Package Size
I Ft x I Ft x £X (Fig. 7-8)
'_ 2. No Alum Foam
_ _0 Package - Stainless Steel
Bellows, .009 In. Wall
/ 3. I0-33% Alum Foam
•010 In. Alum Wall Bonded "
to Alum Foam
0 5 lO 15 20 25 30 '3'5
% By Volume - Aluminum
FIGURE 7=I0 WEIGHT ESTIMATE FOR IMPROVED ADIABATIC SYSTEM
INCORPORATING ALUMZNtM FOAM & HONEYCOMB FILLER
MATERIALS
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2x = f(Af/As3t)
Estimated Fin Spacing for O_timum
Weisht Performance f(Af/As,L,t )
Fin Mater£al - Atumlnum
Fiuld - Octadecane
where:
L _2x Kal.._.
: Io419 _t--6---l_fluldt/--2
.12 = Fin Length
,3 t = Fin Thickn ssi ¢
banded Honeycomb
I
AfI
X .2 - °08 X = a sing
_\ L--- ----
= As a sin _ (l+cos_
u _ ,06' \ _,
.t-.04 Q.
.p...._ = .0051n(.025_)
,_, (.oio )
.003 (.0076)
.02 .002 (.00St)
.0015 (.0038)
L = .25in, --- .001 (.0025)
0 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32
% Honeycomb by Volume, Af/A s
FIGU_ 7-II FIN SPACING FOR REGULAR HEXAGONAL HONEYCOMB AND
ESTIMATED FIN SPACING FOR OPTIMUM_IGHT PERFORMANCE
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i _ 11.84=44,66") _---
9.91_(3.90")
nl _i -vr.,,% /,,_j.l_qk
_-om'_nat--_d__ ate----]
, Area 86.86cm_ I I 8.89an
{ "°93"t_J I 43.s0,,)
thermocouple A
(tsp only)
9.91=
_- _ 43.90")
(1.75")4"44=i_ i //_ (topther_°c°uplebbottom) i_lcm [I1o84=
'_'|') i
• - Chermocouple
8.89=. 3 501'
Swaselok cap _= ( " )
_-" A200-C _ 6.10cm(2.40")--_ ^ [ • . .
\ _-b3.81cm(I.50,,)_-1 ] _---._ I U-nester .eaas
\ r' " I ' ..... 'l i -
1.7 + .2czJ
4.6 + .i")'_ _- / 1.27=(.50")
•_ Notes: SECTION A-A
1. Top and bottom secClons - foxed pans_ .025cm4.010") 6061-0 aluminum.
2. Filler maCerials (core) - open cell copper foam and aluminum honeycomb _ch
various sheeC thicknesses and sheet spacings.
_._, Electric heater - nichrome wire 4150 ohms) and laminated slass cloths silicone
rubber ftlled_ .15cm4.06") thick. 26 sage leads first 12.0 in. remainder 22 gage.
4, Themocouples =chromel constantan (30 8age).
5. Fusible material tested- Octadecane 0 C18H38_ melting point 81°F (300°K).
Models filled and capped at 200°F 4367°K). A low pressure void volume is
formed when the fusible material solidifies.
Adhesives: a, Flange and cube bond (all models)
American Cyanamid CO.s Plastics and Resins Division t
B!oo'=ingdale Dept,i FM-1000 .05-.06 lbs/ft 2
b. Core to top and bottom pans
Model -45 Emerson & Ctmmlng 56C (silver filled epoxy)
.\ Itemaining models (-l.-3s-7o-lls-13_-lS.-19)IM-lO00 or 3M Co. _7-300
/7. All honeycomb cells are opened by t_o .157cm(.062") drill holes for filling.
FIGURE 7-12 ADIABATIC TEST MODELS(Dk_, NO. 126-00100) WITH
METALLICFOAMAND HONEYCOMBFILLER MATERIALS
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Nomlna] Fin Spacing For Test Models Tested With The Noted
Fusible Materials:
a Tetradecane
O Hexadecane
00ctadecane
O Eicocane
I
.02 :L = Optim_n Weight
iEffedtiveness at
.04- I 1.501n. (1.270a)
I iPackage Depth,
I I IFigure 7-11
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0 i I I
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FIGURE 7-14 NOMINAL HONEYCOMB SHEET THICKNESS AND SPACING OF THE SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT -
ADIABATIC TEST MODELS
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FIGURE 7-16 INSTALLATION OF SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT - ADIABATIC - MODEL IN
VACUUM CHAMBER
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FIGURE 7-25 PERFORMANCE COMPARISON FOR VARIOUS ANALYTICAL AND TEST
ADIABATIC MODELS WITH AN EQUAL TOTAL ENERGY INPUT.
FUSIBLE MATEkIAL IS OCTADECANL
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FIGURE 7-26 SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT ADIABATIC TEST RESULTS, FUSIBLE
MATERIAL - I_T_EC_'qE, MODEL 126-00100-1, MOD 1
'/-35
1966017401-116
AVG CORRECTED #T #EFPPOWER INPUTSYMBOL --
WATTS/FT 2 WATTS/M2 MI|4 MIN
MODEL 7. MOD 1
O 106 1140 30.0 26.4 ALUM. H6NEYCOMB FILLER MAT'S.
Z_ 158 1700 21.1 17.8 5.5% TOTAL VOID VOL.SHEET THICKNESS.0012 IN (.0030 CM)
211 2270 16.1 13.0 NOMINAL MAX SHEET SPACING .040 IN (.102 CM)PACKAGETHICKNESS.5 IN (I.27 CM)
A WT. FUS. MAT. 76.8 GM315 3390 10.6 8.5V WT. PACKAGE/WT. FUS. MA" 55.7%
418 4500 8.3 7.2I' NOMINAL COLD PLATE AREA .0935 FT2 (86.86 CM2)TOTAL WT/AREA 2.82 LB/FT2 (13.8 KG/M2)
522 5620 6.1 5.1 ADHESIVE AM. CYANAMIDCOMPANY FM-1000
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FIGURE 7-27 SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT ADIABATIC TEST RESULTSs FUSIBLE
MATERIAL - OCTADECANEj MODEL 126-00100-7p MOD I
)
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1966017401-117
AVG CORRECTED 8T 0EPFPOWER INPUT
SYMBOL
WATTS/FT 2 WATTS/M 2 MIN //_IN
I-1 105 1130 25.4 23.0 MODEL 9. DO I
ALUM. H(_,,:YCOMB FILLER MA_ :_.
/% 158 1700 16.7 15.0 10.5_ TOTAL VOID VOL.
SHEET THICKNESS .0012 IN (.0030 CM)
l_ 211 2270 13.1 11.5 NOMINAL MAX. SHEET SPACING .020 IN (.051 CM)
PACKAGE THICKNESS .5 IN (I.27 CM)
WT. FUS. MAT. 69.0 GM314 3380 8.7 7.8 WT. PACKAGE/WT. FUS. MAT. 83.7%
NOMINAL COLD PLATE AREA .0935 FT2 (86.86 CM2)
419 4510 6.7 6.2_, TOTAL WT/AREA 2.99 LB/FT2 (14.6 KG/M2)
t_ 518 5580 5.7 5.0 ADHESIVE AM. CYANAMID COMPANY FM-1000
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FIGURE 7-28 SYSTEMIMPROVEMENTADZABATICTEST RESULTS, FUS_[BLE
MATERIAL - OCTADECANE, MODEL 126-00100-9, MOD I
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1966017401-118
AVG CORRFCTED 8T (gEF FPOWER INPUT
SYMBOL
WATTS/FT 2 WATTS/M 2 MIN MIN
r] 106 1140 29.4 25.5 MODEL 13, MCD I
ALUM. HONEYCOMB F_LLER MAT'SA 158 1700 19.4 16.5L,.% 10.8% TOTAL VOID VOL.
SHEET THICKNESS .0024 IN (.0061 CM)
211 2270 15.1 12.5 NOMINAL MAX. SHEET SPACING -041 IN (.104 CM)
PACKAGE THICKNESS .5 IN (1.2_ CM)315 3390 9.8 7.5V WT. FUS. MAT. 75.1 GM
" A WT. PACKAGE/WT. FUS. MAT. 78.2%
416 4480 7.6 6.6',,P NOMINAL COLD PLATE AREA ,09352 (86.86 CM2)
t_ 515 j 5540 5.9 5.2 TOTAL WT/AREA 3.16 LB/FT2 (15.4 KG/M2)ADHESIVE M. CYANAMID COMPANY FM-1000
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FIGURE 7-29 SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT ADIABATIC TEST RESULTS, FUSIBLE
MATERIAL - OCTADECANE, MODEL 126-00100-13, MOD i
1966017401-119
AVG CORRECTED 8T f)EFFPOWER INPUT
SYMBOL.
WATTS/PT 2 WATTS/M 2 MIN MIN
I-1 106 1140 27.3 25.5 MODEL 15, MOD 1
ALUM. HONEYCOMB FILLER MAT'S
A 159 1710 18.3 17.4 15.7% TOTAL VOID VOL,
- SHEET THICKNESS .0019 IN (.0048 CM)
('_ 210 2260 14.1 11.6 NOMINAL MAX. SHEET SPACINC .023 IN (.058 CM)
PACKAGE THICKNESS .5 IN (I,7 CM)
0 315 ?390 9.9 8.2 WT. FUS. MAT. 71.1 GM
..... WT. PACKAGE/WT. FUS. MAT. 102.4% 2421 4530 7.6 6.7 NOMINAL COLD PLAT[ AREA .0935 FT (86.86 CM2)
TOTAL WT/AREA 3.39 LB/r:T2 (16.6 KG/M_)
t% 523 5630 6.0 5.2 ADHESIVE AM. CYANAMID COMPANY FM-1000
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FIGURE 7-30 SYSTEM IMPROVE_ENT ADIAE&TIC TEST RESULTS, FI,SIBLE
MATERIAL- OCTADECANE,MODEL126-00100-15, MOD1
'! -39
1966017401-120
MODEL 19, MOD 1
ALUid. HONEYCOMB FILLER MAT%
4.5 4.9=_ TOTAL VOIb rOE.
SHEET THICKNESS .0012 iN (.0030 CM)
NOMINAL MAX° SHEET SPACING .072 IN (ol83 CM)
PACKAGE THICKNESS .5 IN (1.27 CM)
WT. FUS. MAT. 77.2
_T. PACKAGE/WT. FUS. kg_,T. 54.7%
L_ NOMINAL COLD PLATE AREA .0935 FT2 (F,_..86 CMZj
TOTAL WT/AREA 2.82 LB/FT2 (13.7 KG/M2)
ADHESIVE 3 M COMPANY AF-300
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FIGURE 7-31 SYSTEM I/_PPOVEMENTADIABATIC TEST RESULTS_ FUSIBLE
MATERIAL- OCTADECANE, MODEL 126-00100-19,MOD I
Q
)
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1966017401-121
AVG CORRECTED 8T 6EFFPOWER INPUTSYMOOL r
WATTS/FT 2 WATTS.'M_ MIN MIN
I"I 106 1140 23.4 22.0 MODEL 7, MOD 2
ALUM. HONEYCOMBFILLER MAT'S.
/_ 159 1710 16.0 14.5 9.4% TOTAL VOID VOL.
SHEET THICKNESS .0012 IN (.0030 CM]
r_ 212 2280 12.3 10.8 NOMINAL MAX. SHEET SPACING .036 IN (.091 CM)
PACKAGETHICKNESS .5 IN (1.27 C.3d)
317 3-_10 8.3 7.4 WT. FUS. MAT. 74.0 C_,_
421 4530 6.8 6.I WT. PACKAGE/WT. FUS. MAT .J2.6_NOMINALCOLD PLATE AREA .0935 FT2 {E6.86 CM2)
TOTAL WT/AR_A 2.66 LB/FT2 (i$.0 KG/M2)
, 522 5620 5.4 4.9 ADHESIVE3 M CO, AF-300
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FIGURE 7-32 SYSTEM IMPROVI?/4ENTADZABATIC TEST .RESULTS_FUSIBLE
MATERIAL - TE£RADECANE, MODEL 126-00100-7, MOD 2
'/-41
1966017401-122
MODEL 19, _C,D _ AVG CORRECTED un T oaEF F/',UM, HONEYCOMB t:;LLER MAT'S. POWER iNPUT
4.g_ TOTAL VOID COL. SYMBOL ....SHEET THICKNESS .0012 IN (.0030 C_J - _
NOMINAL ,_AX. ,_HEET SPACING .072 IN (.183 CM) WATT$/IFT 2 WATT$/M 2 MIN _IN
PACKAGE THICK_IESS .5 IN (!.27 CM) '
WT. FUS, MAT. 7,_-8 GM "C] 106 1140 26.4 23.0WT. PACI(AGE/WI. F'JS. MAT, 42.2%
NOMINAL COLD PLATE AREA •,0935 FT2 (86.86 C/_;2.) /_ 158 t700 19.2 1_,5
TOTAL WT/AREA 2.58 LB/FT2 (12.6 KG/M2) ....
ADHESIVE 3 M COMPANY AF-300 _ 211 2270 ]i.7 ti.5
_? (_ 315 3390 !0.1 7.4(_ 420 4520 8.0 6.4
I_ 523 5630 6._ 5.2
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FIGURE 7-33 SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTADIABATIC TEST RESULTS, FUSIBLE
MATERIAL - TETBADECANE, MODEL 126-00100-_9_MOD 2
1966017401-123
AVG CORRECTED 0T 6EFFPOWER |_,,"U T
SYMBOL --
WATTS/FT 2 WATTS/M 2 MIN MIN
MODEL 9, MOO 2['1 106 1140 22.3 1,.5 ;LUM. HONEYCOMB FILLER MAT'S.
!1.4_ TOTAL VOID VOE.
/_ 159 1710 14.0 11.7 SHEET THICKNESS .0012 IN (.0030 CM)
NOMINAL MAX. SHEET SPACING .019 IN (.048 CM)
"l.J" 211 ,_270 11.9 9.5 PACKAGE THICKNESS .5 IN (1.27 CM)
A WT, FUS. MAT. 72.1 GM
V 3f6 ] 3400 8.1 6.5 WT. PACKAGE/WT. FU_,. MAT 86.0%A j NOMINAL COLD PLATE ARFA .0935 F12 (:36.86 CM2)
420 4520 6.9 5.._ TOTAL WT/ARE/_ 3.16 LB/FT2 (15.4 KG/M2)
__/% 522 5620 5.0 3.9 ADHESIVE 3 M COMPANY AF-300
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FIGURE 7-34 SYST--_HLMPROVEMENTADIABATIC TEST REsuLTs, FUSIBLE
MATERIAL - HEXADECANE, MODEL 126-00100-9,MODEL 2
?,.,43
1966017401-124
AVG CORRECTED #T leEFFPOWER INPUT
SYMBOL
WATTS/FT 2 WATTS/M 2 MIN I MIN
MODEL 15, MOD 2
I-1 106 1140 22.4 I I?.1 ALUM. HONEYCOMB FILLER MA!'S.
15.8% TOTAL VOID VOL.
A_ 158 17(_0 14.9 I 11.4 SHEET THICKNESS .0019 IN (.0048 CM)
NOMINAL MAX. SHEET SP,_CING .023 IN (.058 CM)
{"1 211 2270 12.2 I 9.6 PACKAGE THICKNESS .S _N (1.27 CM)
WT, FUS. MAT. 68.7 GM
0 315 3390 8.1 I 6.5 WT. PACKAGE/WT. FUS. MAT. 108.5,_
NOMINAL COLD PLATE AREA ,0935 FT2 (86.86 CM2)
422 4540 6.3 I 4.8 TOTAL WT/AREA 3.38 LB/FT2 (16.5 KG/M2)
ADHESIVE 3 M COMP/.,NY AF-300
t_ 526 5660 5.3 I 4.1
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FIGURE 7-35 SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT ADIABATIC TEST RESULTS, FUSIBLE
MATERIAL - HEXADECANE, MODEL 126-00100-15,MOD 2
)
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1966017401-125
i AVG CORRECTED 8T #EFF
POY/ER iNPUT
SYMBOL
WATTS/FT 2 WATTS/M 2 MIN MIN
105 1130 21.0 18.0 MODEL 11e MOD IALUM. HONEYCOMB FILLER !_,T°S.
/_ 158 1700 15.3 12.9 I0.8_ TOTAL VOID VOL.SHEET THICKNESS .0019 IN (.0048 CM)
211 2270 tl.7 9,6 NOMINAt. MAX. SHEET SP/_CING ,032 IN (,081 CM._PACKAGE THICKNESS .5 _,_ (1.27 C_)
315 3390 8.0 6.4 WT, FUS, MAT, 75,2 GMWT, PACKAGE/WT, FUS MAT, 73,6%
(_ 422 4540 6,5 5,3 NOMINAL CCLD PI ATE AREA 10935 FT 2 (86,86 CM2)TOTAL Y/T/AREA 3,08 LB/FT2 (15,0 KG/M;2)
t_ 524 5640 5.6 4.6 ADHESIVF AM. CYANAMID COMPANY FM-I000
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FIGURE 7-36 SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT ADIABATIC TEST RESULTS, FUSIBLE
MATERIAL.- EICOSANE,,MODEL 126-00100-11_ MOD ].
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1966017401-126
AVG CORRECTED #T 8EFFPOWER INPUT
SYMBOL
WAT (S/FT 2 [ WA_TS,/M 2 MIN MIN
I-1 105 1130 20.5 18.5 MODEL 11, MOD 2
ALUM. HONEYCOMB FILLER MAT*S
157 1690 15.6 12.2 7.7% TOTAL VOID VOL.
SHEET THICKNESS .0019 IN (.0048 CM)
209 2250 11.6 8.7 NOMINAL t,U_X. SHEET SPACING .028 IN (.071 CM)
PACKAGE I"HICKNESS .5 IN (1.27 CM)
314 3380 8.8 6.9 WT. FUS. k;AT. 74.6 GMWT. PACKAGE/WT. FUS. MAT. 671%
_' 416 4480 7.0 5.5 NOMINAL COLD PLATE AREA ,0935 FT2 (86.86 C;_2)
.... _ TOTAL WT/AREA 2.94 LB/FT2 (14.3 KG/M2)
t% i 516 5550 5.6 4.3 ADHESIVE 3 M COMPANY AF-300
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FIGURE7-37 SYSTEMIMPROVEMENTADIABATICTEST RESULTS,FUSIBLE
MATERIAL- EICOSANE,MODEL 126-00100-11,MOD 2
)
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1966017401-127
- AVG CORRECTED 0T #EFFPOWER INPUT
SYMBOL
WATTS/FT 2 WATT,_#'M2 MIN MIN
MODEL 15, MOD !
[] 105 1130 21.5 19.2 ALUM. HONEYCOMB FILLER MAT'S.
15.7% TOTAL VOID VOL.
A_ 158 1700 14.8 12.8 SHEET THICKNESS .0019 IN (.0048 CM)
NOMINAL MAX. SHEET SPACING .023 IN (.0,58 CM)
("1 211 2270 12.8 L10.5 PACKAGE THICKNESS .5 iN (I.27 CM)
WT. FUS. MAT. 72.0 GM
AV 314 3380 8.8 7.3 WT. PACKAGE/WT. FUS. MAT. 101.1%
NOMINAL COLD PLATE AREA }0935 FT2 (86.86 CM2)0 417 4490 ".5 5.8
-- TOTAL WT/AREA 3.42 LB/FT (16.7 KG/M2)
t% 519 5590 5.7 4.7 ADHESIVE AM. CYANAMID COMPANY FM-1000
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FIGURE 7-38 SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT ADIABATIC TEST RESULTS, FUSIBLE
MATERIAL - EICOSANE, MODEL 126-00100-15,MOD I
o
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1966017401-128
25
MODEL 7, MOD 1 I
ALUM. HONEYCOMBFILLER MAT'S. I
5.5%TOTAL VOID VOL. I
SHEET THICKNESS.0012 IN (.0030 CM) !NOMINALMAX. SHEET SPACING .040 IN (.102 CM)PACKAGETHICKNESS.5 IN (1.27 CM)
WT. FUS. MAT. 76.8 GM
2C WT. PACKAGE/WT. FUS. MAT 55.7%
NOMINALCOLD PLATE AREA t.0935FT2 (86.86 CM2) (_)
_. TOTAL WT/AREA 2.82 LB/FT2 (13.8 KG/M2)
•_ ADHESIVE AM. CYANAMIDCOMPANY FM-I0_)0
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FIGURE 7-39 CORRELATION OF TEST RESULTS - SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT - ADIABATIC
MODEL - FUS_BLEMATER_AL OCTADECANEt MODEL 126-00100-7t MOD I
J
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1966017401-129
251 T T T
MODEL 9, MOD 1
ALUM, HONEYCOMB FILLER MAT'S,
10.5%TOTAL VOID VOL.
SHEET THICKNESS.0012 IN (.0030 CM)
NOMINALMAX. SHEET SPACING.020 (.051 CM)
20 _ PACKAGETHICKNESS.5 IN (1.27 CM)
WT, FUS, MAT, 69,0 _M
WT. PACKAGE/WT. FUS. MAT 83.7% Jm
•_ NOMINALCOLD PLATE AREA .0935 FT2 (86.85 CM2)
"_ TGTAL WT/AREA 2.99 LB/FT2 (14.6 KG/M2)
_ ADHESIVE AM. CYANAMIDCOMPANY :M-1000
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FIGURE 7-40 CORRELATION OF TEST RESULTS - SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT - ADIABATIC
MODEL - FUSIBLE MATERIAL OCTADECANE, MODEL 126-00100-9,MOD I
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1966017401-130
MODEL 13, MOD I
ALUM. HONEYCOMB FILL.ER ,.AAT'S
2.5 " 10.8% TOTAL VOID VOL.
SHEET THICKNESS .0024 IN (.0061 CM) J
NOMINAL MAX. SHEET SPACING .041 IN (.ln4 CM) I
PACKAGE THICKNESS ,5 iN (I.27 CM_ QWT. FUS. MAT. 75.1 GM
WT. PACKAGE/WT. FUS. MAT. 78.2%
NOMINAL COLD PLATE AREA .,0935 FT2 (86.86 CM2)
TOTAL WT/AREA 3.16 LB/FT2 (15.4 KG/M2)20 ADHESIVE AM. CYANAMID COMPANY FM-1000 --
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FIGURE 7-41 CORRELATTON OF TEST RESULTS - SYSTEH INPROVENENT - ADIABATIC
MODEL - FUSIBLE MATERIAL OCTADECANE, MODEL i_6-00100-13, HOD I
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1966017401-131
25 I i I
MODEL 15, MOD 1
ALUM. HONEYCOMB FILLER MAT'S
15.7% TOTAL VOID VOL.
SHEET THICKNESS .0019 IN (.0048 CM)
NOMINAL MAX. SHEET SPACING .023 IN (.058 CM)
20 --PACKAGE THICKNESS .5 IN (1.27 CM)
WT. FUS, MAT. 71.1 GM
WT. PACKAGE/WT. F'JS, MA I, 102.4%
u_ NOMINAL COLD PLATE AREA t0935 FT2 (86.8_ CM2)
_. TOTAL V'.'/AREA 3.39 LB/FT2 (16.6 KG/M2)
J ADHESIVE AM. CYANAMID COMPANY FM-1000
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F_GURE 7-42 CORRELATION OF TEST RESULTS - SfSTEM IMPROVEMENT - ADIABATIC
MODEL - _."_.rS'LBLEMATERIAL OCTADECANE, MODEL },26-00100-15, MOD 1
7-5].
1966017401-132
i ii i T . ii . ii '_
"_I _DEL,9,_OD-I I "| ALUM. HONEYCOMBFILLER MAT'S. |
I ,t.9_ TOTAL VOID VOL. I
I SHEET THICKNESS.0012 IN (.0030 CM) |C) -
, |" NOMINALMAX. SHEFT 5PACte'IG.072 IN (.183 CM) : |
.-. 4oI-_:_.__,_,._, ,.c,._, I
.. o_ - | WT. PACKAGE/WT. FU5. MAT. 5,l.7S5 - " I /_ - : --
o | NOMINALCOLD PLATE AREA t0935 FT2 (8_:36 CM2) - J/J
_ . | TOTAL WT/AREA 2.82 LB-_, :2 [!3.7 KG/MZ) ' _ -
; _ _-,o'_ _-,d ADHESIVE 3 M COMPANY_ AF-300 • ..,,,-_/"____1,,
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FIGURE 7-43 CORRELATION OF TEST RESULTS - SYSTEM IMPIIOVEMENT- ADIABATIC
MODEL - FUSIBLE MsqTERIALOCTADECANE, MODEL 126-00100-19,MOD I
p P
1966017401-137
l_J -
2.5 _ _ I I I ""! - '
MODEL 7, MOD 2
ALUM,HONEYCOMBFILLER MAI'_S. ! _ _
9.4_ TOTAL VOID VOL. " !
SHEET THICKHESS.0012 IN: (.0030 CM) i -
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SECTION 8
SUPERCOOLING
In order to achievea basic understandingofthe thermodynamics _-_ _nct_cs of _,ucie-
ationand supercooling,as they affectt,hi._area ofthermal control,ithas been instructiveto
_xarni._el,,,_jthefundamentaltheoriesof nucleationand supercooling,and (2)the effectwh;.ch
weightlessnessmight have upon mechanisms derivablefrom thesetheories. Once a working
knowledge of varioustheorieshad been achieved,methods and techniquesofpreveiLtingex-
cessivesupercoolingwere investigatedexperimentally. Consequently,thisstudywillassist
inprovidingan insightinto(1)alleviat,.'ngpossibleproblems encountered in space which are
not observed inthe laboratory,(2)utilizingmaterialspreviouslyrejectedbecause of super-
cooling,and (3)presentingmethods which allow flexibilityindesign capability.
Experimental data cornerning supercoolinginfusiblematerialswere obtainedby
studyingaqueous dropletdispersionsofn-octadecaneand n-hexadecane usingdilatometric
techniques. The materialswere investigatedboth as dispersionsof the pure materialand as
dispersionsdoped with substanceswhich shouldimprove the thermal conductivityand/or re-
duce supercooling. Dopants investigated(alumiaum wool, colloidalsilica,and silicagel)
differedwidely in theireffectiveness.
The resultsof thisinvestigationare presented inthe followingsubsections. The
fundamentaltheoriesof nucleationand supercoolingaxe described. General recommendations
are made regardingstudiesofthe effectsofweightlessness. The experin,entaldata axe
tabulatedand discussed. Conclusionsregardingthe importance of supercoolinginthermal
controlapplicationsare presentedin Section10.
Fundamental Nucleation Theory
The nucleation of crystal growth in a supercooled solution can occur by a variety of
processes, which can be categorized for convenience as (1) homogeneous nucleation, (2)
heterogeneous nucleation, (3) dynamically stimulated nucleation, and (4) breeding from
existing crystals.
In homogeneous nucleation, the nuclei are formed by random statistical configurational
fluctuations in an otherwise homogeneous liquid. The nuclei are thus very small clusters of
atoms or molecules which are spontaneously forming and dissociating. Their rates of
formation and dissociation do not depend on the presence or ,_bsence of surfaces, such as
container walls or foreign particles.
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Heterogeneous nuc}eation is the process by which nuclei are formed in • liquid by
configarational fluctuations which occur at a container wall or upon a foreign particle. This
type of nucleation does not take place wholly within a single phase and is therefore designated
as heterogeneous.
Dyn_.mically stimulated nucleation (or nucleation by cavitation) depends upon tb_ open-
ing cf small cavities in the liquid by negative press1_es. Very large local pres._ures are
produced when these cavities collapse. In certain cases, the high pressuros lower the melt-
dp d H.
ing temperature according to the Clapeyron equation, _- = T--'_V' t_,ey can then c_use enough
supercooling to allow homogeneous nucleation.
Breeding of new crystals from existing crystals de_ends upon fracture, partial melting,
etc., of growing crystals to produce nuclei which spontaneously initiate the _rowth of new
crystals. After fr_._ture occurs, each new particle itself can grow in the supercooled melt.
Many excellent review articles and books have appeared which discuss the thermody-
namics and kinetics of nucleation in condensed phases (References 15-18). In this report,
we will present a brief summary of these ideas as they apply to nucleation and supercooling
of materials used for thermal control purposes.
Homogeneous nucleation.- The stabilityof nucleiin supercooledliquidsdepends upon
two factors,namely, me free energy differencebetween theliquidand solidphases and the
surfacefree energy ofthe solidphase. For nucleismaller than a certaincriticalsize,the
surfacearea is largerelativeto the volume; hence, the surfacefree energy term predomi-
natesand enablesthese nucleito decrease the totalfree energy ofthe system by shrinking
and loweringtheirsurfacearea. Nuclei larger thanthiscriticalsizecan red,,cethe total
free energy by simply growing intomore crystal. The bal_.nce xistingbetween thesetwo
factorsdefinesthe criticalsize.
As long as the clustersof atoms or molecules are allbelow the criticalsizecorre-
spondingto the temperature of the liquid_they cannot grow to form crystals. Conversely,
ifthe temperature is such thatthe criticalsizeis lessthan the largestclustersize,
nucleationtakesplace, and the nucleigrow intocrystals.
The number ni of nucleiofi atoms isgiven by the expression
n. = n exp (-AF/kT) (I)i
4 Trr3 4I-I4T 2 "
_vhere .tF=_ V TE + 4_ ¢ (2)
_H = latent heat of fusion
4T = TE - T = supercooling
TE = equilibrium temperature of fusion
¢ = specificsurfacefree energy
I
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and the radius of the critical nucleus is obtained as
2aT E
r* = -_ (3)LAT
by maximizing d F with respect to r in (2).
From (1) it follows that, since A F cannot be infinite, ni/n cannot be zero; hence, there
is always a finite probability of the existence of a cluster of any particular size. Whether a
given sample nucleates and grows at a given temperature is therefore dependent upon the
probability of a nucleus reaching critical size during the time in which the sample is to be
observed.
We must therefore consider the rate of formation of nuclei of critical size. This
subject has been discussed by several authors (References 19-22). The treatment applied by
Turnbull and his co-workers to solidification is appropriate for our present purpose.
Their rate of nucleation can be stated approximately as
, k (-AF*/kT) (4)I=---_ exp (-QD / T)exp
where n = number of molecules in the system
QD = activation energy for diffusion in the liquid
AF* = free energy of the cluster of atoms of critical size, from equation (2)
The above equation may be rewritten as
I = I0 cxp i- b/Tr (ATr)2] (5)
where Io=-h-- exp 16 [ a \3/AH \
/
T "_ -T
-E AT
with Tr= T--_ and dTr = TE = _TE
The rate of nucleation thus shows a strong exponential dependence upon AT and hence
r
upon the amount of supercooling AT. Further refinements in the definition of Io, such as
consideration of crystal growth kinetics or time lag effects, would have to affect I° greatly
to overwhelm the effect of the exponential.
Heterogeneous nucleation. - The heterogeneous nucleus can be visualized as a spherical
section or cap of hue!eating solid situated upon a flat substrate (Reference 15). Its stability
depends both upon its radius of curvature and contact angle _, where 0 is defined by
aSL'aSC = ¢LC cos0
and S, L, and C refer to substrate, liquid, and crystal respectively.
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The substrate enables the critical radius to be reached in a nucleus which contains far
fewer atoms than a sphere. In essence, the substrate changes the nucleation frequency, as
follows:
I -- IO exp [-b(0)/T r (4Tr)2 ]
Note that in this expression the constant b is determined by the unknown s,_rface enc, gy
parameters, o and _ o
Dynamically stimulated nucleation. - Although the basic mechanisr-s of dynamic nucle-
ation are not very well understood, experimental data concerning this phenomenon have
been obtained (Reference 23). A variety of dynamic conditions in the liquid were found to
cause the appearance of crystals which would have not bcen observed in the corresponding
static experiment. There are three distinct types of disturb_-_ces which cause nucleation in
a supercooled solution, namely, friction, vibration, and pressure pulse.
Nucleation by friction is well known in organic chemistry. A supercooled melt of an
organic substance will often solidify if the inner surface of the beaker containing it i_
"stroked" with a stirring rod. The explanation proposed is that the vibration inherent in
"stick-slip" friction has the same effect as vibration which causes cavitation.
It has been shown by various authors that ultrasonic vibration causes nucleation in
supercooled water (Reference 15). It is believed that nucleation occurs as a result of the
change of equilibrium temperature which occurs when a cavity collapses.
Chalmers mentions that, for water and for nickel, cobalt, and iron, a single pressure
pulse can cause nucleation (Reference 15). It was found that the intensity of the pulse re-
quired depends upon the amount of supercooling and the surface characteristics of the
material in contact with the supercooled liquid.
Breeding of new crystals. - Other authors have found that grain refinement can be
brought about by introducing vibration while a metal is solidifying (References 24 and 25).
It is hence difficult to distinguish whether this observation is due to cavitation or to the
fracture of growing crystals, since ultrasonically produced cavitation can cause extensive
fracturing of growing crystals.
Jackson mentions that when fracture occurs in a brittle material such as ice, many
small fragments are produced (Reference 16). Each smail particle formed then grows in
the supercooled melt.
Effect of Weightlessness
Under conditions of normal gravity, nucleation and the resultant crystal growth are in-
deed complex phenomena which cannot be explained completely by one single theory. At best.
conditions of homogeneous environment, which are the most convenient to treat theor_hcally,
are sometimes approximated experimentally but are never perfectly reali=ed. Nucleation
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and growth always involve some transport process, i.e., transport of matter or heat or both,
and homogeneous conditions for the transport process can only exist for such ideal cases as
spherically symmetric, circularly cylindric, or infinite plane surfaces; therefore, most
nucleation and growth effects are not amenable to detailed _beoretical analysis, even under
conditions of normal gravity.
Because of the complexity of the phenomena under normal gravity, _.tis impossible to
calculate a priori the effect of weightlessness on nucleation and growth mechanisms pertain-
ing to a particular material. We must therefore rely upon empirical observations to furnish
us with informaticn regarding the effect of weightlessness.
At present, however, experimental data concerning crystal growth under weightless
conditions are totally lacking; therefore, any data whatsoever not only would assist in
clarifying our fundamental ideas regarding mechanisms of crystal growth under various
conditions, but also would assist in developing useful design concepts for space _ardw_tre
applications. Indeed, the physical basis of solidif-:cation should be studied on the atomic, the
microscopic, and the macroscopic scales in order to provide a complete, broad picture of
the effect of weightlessness upon crystallization. In such studies at the atomic level, one is
concerned with the atomic processes by which a crystat grows, or because of which it does
not grow; similarly, one is equally interested in supercoolin_ and the nucleation processes
which actually initiate the growth of a crysta:, Events at the microscopic level are controlled
by thelocalflowofheatandby thediffusionofsolute.,"withina solidifyingliquid;likewise,
onthemacroscopicscaletheflowofheatinand outviathecontainerwallsissignificant.
Weightlessnesshas an effectonalltheseprocesses_r,ndth,seffectshouldbe evaluated.
Specifically,crystallizationsgovernedby thelawsofchemicalthermodynamicsand
kinetics.The changeinphasefrom liquidtosolidisaccompaniedby a releaseofheat;
consequently,thisrdleaseofheatcausesa localtemperaturerisewhichresults,under
conditionsofnormalgravity,inconvectioncurrents.These currentshaveseveraleffects,
e.g., theycreateturbulenceintheliquid;theymove nucleithroughtheliquidspreadingthe
lociofcrystallization;i addition,theyhavean effecton thesizeand morphologyofthe
crystals.Underweightlessconditionstheyare absent.
Beingtransportprocesses,convectioncurrentsare a functionofLime;hence,the
timerequiredtoreachan equil!briumor steadystateconfigurationvarieswidelyover
severalordersofmRgnitudedependinguponthepresenceor absenceofconvectionand the
particularmaterialunderinvestigation.R isthushighlydesirabletoselectrepresentative
samplesforinvestigationand toattainthermalsteadystateor equilibriumheattransfer
conditionsinordertoobtainmeaningfuldata(a)forcomparisonwithsophisticated
theoreticalcalculationson basicmodels_and (b)fordesignofspacehardwareand verifica-
tionof_,_triousthermalcontrolconcepts.
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Althougl_ we have been discussing nucleation and growth, crystal morphology should
be considered as the keystone of the subject, since it is closely related to all the aspects
of crystal growth with which we are concerned. We obviously must observe under earth-g
and zero-g conditions (a) the morphe'ogy of crystals obtained, (b) the kinetics a_.d thermo-
dynamics of crystal growth, and (c) the mechanical properties, since as often happens when
we have understood the mechanism which brings about the morphology, we also have the
basis for interpreting the mechanical behavior. An example of this is the morphological
phenomenon of high strength in whiskers; some whiskers seem to correlate well, others
do not, as explained by the various different growth mechanisms which are known to produce
fibrous morphology.
Indeed, the interdependence of morphology, chemical kinetics, chemical thermo-
dynamics, and mechanical properties requires the presence of a trained observer during
the zero-g studies. This observer is needed to perform several functions, the most
important of which include (a) the preparation of supercooled solutions after the establish-
ment of a stable orbit to prevent initiation of growth during launch by vibration, (b) the
observation of the size and habit of the growing crystals, and (c) the recovery of crystals
grown in zero-g for later determination of their mechanical properties ant for comparison
of their morphology and physical properties (i. e., index of refraction, thermal conductivity,
specific heat, etc. ) with crystals grown under influence of the earth's gravity. Tn_ physical
and mechanical properties of a crystal depend strongly upon the concentration of defects
and type of defec:s incorporated; thus, intelligent selection of representative crystal samples
is quite nece,,=ary to ensure meaningful postflight data. In addition, observations made
during the actual gr,_wth of tho crystals will assist in providing a broad range of experimental
information upon which conclusions regarding the thermodynamic and kinetic mechanisms
can be based. Of course, the temperature, time, initiation of growth, and rate of growth
data will be obtained instrumentally; however, the rresence of a trained observer will ensure
that these instrumental measurements are performed in a meaningful manner on the
particular samples which are recovered and studied in detail at some later time.
Experimental Investigation of _upercooling and Nucleation in Paraffins
The supercooling of aqueous dispersions of n-octadecane and n-hex_iecane was studied
using dilatometric techniques developed by Turn!,ull (Reference 26). Melting-freezing
hysteresis loops were obtained for the pure materials under experimental conditions which
approxi=_ated homogeneous nucleation. The use of a highly dispersed sample assisted in
circumventing the effects of foreign surfaces on nucleation and enabled the maximum amount
of supercooling to be achieved in a reproducible manner. Figures 8-2 through 8-11 present
these data.
The same samples were also investigated under controlled conditions of heterogeneous
nucleation. In this case, various dopants (aluminum wool, colloidal silica, and silica gel)
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were added to the pure dispersions previously investigated. Figures 8-3, 8-4, 8-6, 8-9,
8-10, and 8-11 show the interestin_ effects observed during the experiments on doped dis-
persions. Changes in the nucleation mechanism and in the thermal conductivity are proposed
to account for these results.
Exper4mental procedures. - Two Pyrex glass dilatometers (capacity: 3.5 cm to 13.7
cm3), shown in Figure 8-1, were constructed and placed in a thermostated water bath
which was controlled to • 0.002°C. The coefficient of thermal expansion of water was
measured from 25°C to 40°C to evaluate our experimental techniques. The results agreed
within a few percent of the handbook values.
Aqueous dispersions of the hydrocarbons were prepared using a wetting agent, Igepal
No. CO-880, and a Waring Blendor. The mixture consisted of, in all c_qes, 100 cc distilled
water, 7 cc hydrocarbon_ and 2 gm Igepal. The mean droplet size was k_,_)tat 6 microns
in all dispersions investigated. Turnbul! describes these techniques in Reference 26.
The height of the meniscus in the dilatometer capillary was recorded as a function of
temperature as the temperature of the bath was changed at a rate of one degree every five
minutes with stabilization periods of 30 minutes at the upper and lower temperatures.
Duplicate measurements performed in both the large and small dilatometers showed that the
thermal equilibration time of the small dilatometer was much more advantageous. Data
obtained on both pure materials are quite similar to those reported by Turnbull (Reference
26).
Experimental results. - The melting-freezing hysteresis loops are presented in
Figures 8-2 through 8-11. The temperatures observed and the supercooling resulting are
tabulated below for each determination.
Figure Dilatometer Temperatures
No. Size Material Melting Freezing Supercooling
8-2 Large n-Octadecane 27°C 13°C 14°C
8-3 Large n-Octadecane+ Al ? ? ?
wool
8-4 Large n-Octadecane + A1 ? ? ?
wool
8 -5 Large n-Hexadecane 17_C 7 °C 10°C
8-6 Large n-Hexadecane + AI ? ? ?
wool
8-7 Small n-Octadecane 27 °C 13°C 14°C
8-8 Small n-Octadecane 28°C 15°C 13°C
8-9 Small n-Octadecane + A1 ? ? ?
wool
8 - 10 Small n-Octadecane + Coll. 27 °C ? ?
Si02
8-11 Small n-Octadecane + Silica 28°C 26°C 2°C
Gel
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D._scussion of the results. - The most striking observation was the eff_:t upon the
sha_e of the hysteresis loops caused by the addition of 1_ (by volume) aluminum whiskers.
This material obviously changed the thermal conductivity of the nucleating Jispersion
drastically, while altering the kinetic mechanism at the same time. The gene_.al effect was
to smear the melting and freezing phenomena over a wide temperature range for samples
investigated in both dilatometers. It was therefore not possible to determir-_ the melting
and freezir_g temperatures or the amount of supercooling for this case.
A solution of 1_ silica gel appears to be best of the three additives in reducing the
amount of supercooling in n-octadecane. A solution of 1_ colloidal sip ;a produced an
anomalous heat effect, which caused some scatter in the observed data.
Use of a material like silica gel to assist in the nucleation of crystal growth may very
well be useful in allowing flexibility in the design of the thermal control packages. Chopped
aluminum wool (whiskers)seems to complicate the simple processes of melting and freezing
to such a degree that their use cannot be recommended. Colloidal silica suffers from the
same disadvantages as aluminum whiskers and also appears _,ohave a heat effect of its own
to complicate the process further.
Obviously,these observationscan only i)cextrapotatec"to theweightlesssituationwith
greatcaution. To be meaningful,stepstaken _o-;_RrdaUeviationof thermal controlproblems
dependentupon nucleationand growth under zero-g must b£ based upu_L_tctualexperimental
data r"[ainedin space experiments,
)
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FIGURE 8-1 DILATOMETERS (2) USED IN SUPERCOOLING EXPERIMENTS
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SECTION 9
PHASE EQUILIBRIA STUDY OF BINARY NORMAL ALIPHATIC HYDROCARBON SYSTEMS
The applicability of the fusible materials concept to thermal control was demonstrated
during the analytical and packaging studies. Therefore, an extension of the concept was
sought based upon the behavior of binary systems of the normal aliphatic hydrocarbons
(paraffins). Hopefully, such binary systems would demonstrate eutectic behavior, thus
extending the selection of melting points available in the homologous series of hydrocarbons.
For example, a blend of eicosane (m. p. 309°K) and octacosane (m. p. 334°K) _n eutectic
proportions might give a paraffin mass with a melt point somewhere in the vicinity of 303 ° -
304°K, thus filling in the melting point gap between octadecane (m. p. 301°K) and eicosane
(m. p. 309°K). This same principle could be extended to other binary mixtures of the ali-
pi_atic series to give a more inclusive choice of melt points for specific design purposes.
A secondary purpose of such a study would be a better insight into the time-temperature
history of such binary systems, with increased understanding of the manner in which thermal
energy is released and absorbed during the solid-liquid phase transformation. This infor-
matio,l would provide a feeling for the thermal response to be expected from the various
mixtures.
Experimental Procedure
The system selected for this study was a binary mixture of octacosane (C28H58) and
eicosane (C20H42). It was decided that the behavior of this system would be best illustrated
by construction of a temperature-_omposition phase diagram. If pressure is held constant,
this system becomes bivariant in composition and temperature. Since the pressure was
constant (atmospheric), it is allowable to represent the system as a two-dimensional figure.
An apparatus was assembled (Figure 9-1) which consists of round glass tubes into
which 40-gage thermocouples were introduced through capillary tubes. This allowed posi-
tioning of the thermocouples at a fixed height and equidistant from the walls of the glass
tubes. The tubes were positioned in a circular pattern in a wooden holder which allowed the
array of sample holdings tubes to be introduced into a constant temperature bath while being
firmly held in posRion. Thermocouples were provided to monitor the bath temperature at
levels in close approximation to the sample levels in the bath.
Binary mixtures of the two component _ystems at various concentrations were intro-
duced into the glass sample holder tubes in the liquid state after thorough mixing. The
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thermocouple junctions were positioned as close to the center of the paraffin mixture as
possible, and the melt was allowed to solidify. In all cases, visual observation indicated
complete miscibility of the two components in the liquid state at all concentrations and no
segregation of components upon solidification.
The binary mixttlres were compounded on a percent-by-weight basis, with the total
mass Jf the sample being on the order of 0.820 ± 00 005 grams. It must be stated at this
point that when the expression "pure" components is used, it means the composition of the
matpriais as received. No attempt was made to purify the materials, because this study was
directed towards an understanding of the engineering applicability of the commercially
available even carbon paraffins rather than a detailed investigation of the scientific phenom-
ena surrounding the behavior of very pure materials. As stated previously in Table 3-2,
the eicosane used is approximately of 97% purity, while the octacosane is approximately of
96% purity.
Based upon this observation, it should also be noted that the description of the systems
as "binary" is also a misnomer, because there are small amounts of materials (neighboring
hydrocarbon homologues) in the mixtures other than octacosane and eicJsane.
The array of filled sample tubes (Figure 9-1) was lowered into the water bath and
heated at a steady rate until all mixtures had completely melted. The temperature of each
sample was monitored continuously during the entire heating cycle with a multipoint recorder
giving readings at one minute intervals. Once complete melting for all samples had occurred,
the bath was cooled at a steady rate to below room temper&ture with continuous temperature
monitoring.
The heating-cooling history of each sample was plotted versus time from the data
developed. These curves were the first indication that the behavior of the binary system
was complex, rather than being characterized by simple solubility in all proportions in both
the solid and liquid state.
Experimental Results
The coolingcurve for pure octacos_ne(Figure 9-2)exhibitsthebehavior expected of
a pure component. A gradualdeclineintemperature isnoted untilthe freezingpointis
reached (approximately333°K), at which pointa bar inthe coolingoccurs due to the release
of theheat offusion. Once the heat offusionhas been dissipated,the solidmaterialcools
in a linearmanner, withthe exceptionofa slighthaltattributedto a solid-solidtransition
point. This phenomenon is more obvious upon examinationof the heatingcurve than itis on
the coolingcurve.
e
In likemanner, the sharp solidificationpointof eicosaneis illustratedby the cooling
curve for eicosanepresented in Figure 9-3. No solid-solidtransitionpointis obvious for
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the pure eicosane. The liquid eicosane cools until its melting point is reached (approximately
309°K), at which time a halt in the cooling curve is obse_'ved. Once the heat u_ fusion is
dissipated, the cooling again resumes its linear relationship to the water bath.
Close examination of the heating curce for octacosane in Figure 9-2 itlustrates a halt
which occurs at approximately 328°K. As the sample is heated further, a second halt is
observed at 333°K. The lower halt has been characterized (Reference 6) and is ascribed _,o
a solid-solid transition ip which solid octacosane in the monoclinic crys_,A form reverts to
solid octacosane in the hexagonal crystal form (Reference 7). The heat associated with this
transition is on the order of 8.47 kcal/mole. Further heating to 333°K results in the hexa-
gonal crystal form being melted to the liquid state. This is exhibited by th ,_ halt at 333°K
on the heating curve of Figure 9-2. This heat of fusion is reported to be 15.45 kcal/mole.
It is interesting to note that the heat associated with the combined transition and fusion in
this relatively small temperature range of about 5 °K involves approximately 23.9 kcal/mole
of fusible material, while the even numbered carbon paraff,_'ns with 20 carbons or less in-
volve only heats on the order of 17 kcal/mole or less to pass from the solid to liquid form
in the vicinity of their melting points.
All of the even carbon paraffins between 20 carbonq and 32 carbons ,re known to ex-
hibit this solid-solid transition within 5°K of the melting point. Thus, the ability of these
materials to absorb and release heat is based upon both a heat of fusion at the melting point
and a transition he several degrees below the melting temperature. The halt due to the
solid-solid transition is not as obvious in the cooling cycle of Figure 9-2, but close exami-
nation of the curve occurring after the melting halt shows a '_)owed out" configuration,
rather than a sharp decline. This is attributed to the solid-solid trans,ition.
If the solid-solid transition is occurring in the series of even carbon paraffh,s, in-
ckding eicosane and shorter chain homologues, it has not been observed and does not exhibit
itself as an increased heat associated with the tr_msition in the liquid state. Inspection of
Figure 9-3 illustrates that the reported absence of a solid-_olid :-_nsition for eicosane is
co lfirmed by this work.
Once the sersitivity of the described heat_mg-cooling method had been established by
comparison of the data obtained from the pure materials with literature values, the method
was extended to mixtures of octacosane and eicosane to determine the behavior of this system
at various temperatures and concentrations.
Figure 9-4 illustrates the behavior of an 80% octacosane-20% eicosane system when it
is cycled through heating and co( ling at the same rate as the pure components. Further
discussion of the remaining curves will refer to the cooling curves and ignore the heating
cycle because the halts are much more consistent and easily dis:inguished on the cooling
curves. The heating curves are more usefm for illustrating the neat transfer effects
experienced by this class of compounds.
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Figure 9-4 shows the upper halt has dropped from 333"K to approximately 330°K.
This halt is characteristic of the temperature at which solid octact, sane separates from the
melt for the concentration under consideration. A less intense halt can also be distinguished
at approximately 397 °K. This lower halt is due to solidification of solid octacosane plus
solid eicosane at the eutectic composition. It is interesting to note the increased area
under _he lower halt as the composition of the binary system approaches the eutectic com-
position. The heating curve data confirm the position of b_th baits, but these data are much
more difficult to interpret due to the lack of definition of the halt•
Figure 9-5 shows the curve8 for a 50% octacosane-50% eicosane binary system. The
upper hRlt has dropped *.o approximately 323°K, which is the temperature at which the solid
octacosane begins to separate from the melt• The eutectic is again obvious at 307°K, and
the area under this halt has increased, showing that a larger amount of eutectic mixture is
separating at the 50°/0-50% composition. That more heat is released from the system at
3r.,_/°Kand less at 323°K is illustrated by the relative areas under the halts in Figure 9-5,
compared with those in Figure 9-4. A third halt appears at approximately 300°K. This
"_ effectis real,because itis evidentin subsequentexperiments where the compositionof the
binary mixture contains30% or more eicosanein the system. The originofthisphenomehon
isunknown, but R isthoughtthatitis due to eithera solid-solidtransitionin the solidmix-
tare of the solidification of octadecane impurity in the eicosane. The effect is more pro-
nounced with increasing concentration of eicosane, and occurs at approximately the 301°K
melt point of ,-ctadecane.
Figure 9-6 iilustrates the behavior of a 20% octacosane-80% eicosane composition.
Close inspection shows that the upper halt occurs at approximately 311 °K and that its area
has decreased to practically nothing, while the eutectic is again at 307°K and its area has
increased appreciably, indicating the separation of a lal-ge amount of the eutectic mixture.
The third halt at approximately 300°K is again obvious, and its area has increased.
Figure 9-7 is an illustration of the cooling curve of what appears to be the best ap-
proximation to the true eutectic composition. The upper halt has completely disappeared
and the eutectic at 307°K is a sharply defined flat curve with an appreciable area under it.
The halt at 300 °K is again obvious and of appreciable area.
Discussion' o_ Results
J
The heating-cooling technique was repeated in three separate experiments on approxi-
mately 30 different compositions of the octacosane-eicosane binary system. Several different
heating and cooling rates were tried to determine their effect on the reliability and ease of
interpretation of the data developed. A graphic comparison of .the effect of heating and
cooling rates on the display of the experimental data is illustrated in Figure 9-8. It can be
seen that the rate of heating and cooling does not affect the temperature at which the halts
appear, but can be an aid in defining the position of halts.
J
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The data obtained from the 30 samples were interpretea in the manner just described
for Figures 9-2 through 9-7. The points obtained were used to construct the temperature-
composition phase diagram for the octacosane-eicosane binary system presented in Figure
9-9. This phase diagram indicates that a eutectic composition is formed at a composition
of approximately 8_ octacosane and 92% eicosane. The binary system with this composition
melts at approximately 307 °K, and this is the lowest that a melt point can be decreased by
blending these two paraffins. Thus, the indication is that blending the two components at a
eutectic composition will result in a lowering of the melt point by only several degrees.
This change of several degrees in the melting point is small justification for using a binary
system to adjust the melt point.
Any mixture of the two components, other than the eutectic composition, would tend
to absorb and release heat at other than one sharply defined melt point. For applications
where it is desirable to have a heat sink over a wide range of temperatures, the binary
system may be put to practical use.
An interesting application can be illustrated by examination of the cooling curve of
Figure 9-5 (50% octacosane-50% eicosane). In an application where it is desirous to limit
the temperature of a system to a relatively narrow temperature range (such as between
307 °K and 322°K), a 50% octacosane-50% eicosane mixture might be used. Figure 9-5
illuEtrates that -_pproximately equivalent total quantities of heat are absorbed or released at
both 307°K (eutectic) _md 322°K (solid octacosane plus solution halt). A system packaged
with such a composition would tend to be bracketed between these temperature limits due to
the halts and associated heats of fusion and transition which are exhibited at these temp ra-
tures. By proper choice of paraffins and compositional mixtures, an infinite number of
upper and lower limits can be selected for control by the fusible materials concept. It is
realizea, of course, that applications tt, high heat impulse systems will be proportionally
reduced due to the "splitting up" of the available heats of fusion and transition between two
halt temperatures. This reduced efficiency car oe circumvented by increasing the mass of
the fusible material mixture, if feasible from the heat transfer aspect. One advantage of
this system that becomes immediately obvious is the elimination of multiple packaging
- techniques to effect the same results.
Whether a binary system of the other normal paraffins in the series under considera-
tion would behave in a like manner could not be deduced from the results of the octacosane-
eicosane binary system. Knowledge of the chemical and physical behavior of the paraffins
would indicate that the same behavior should predominate over a wide range of homologues
(with the exception of solid-solid transitionz3 observed in members above C20). This obser-
vation is based upon the assumption that there are no chemical reactions between components
t
of the binary systems thus forming ternary systems.
To confirm the prediction that other systems should behave in a similar manner, a
binary system of eicosane (C.20H42) and octadecane (C18H38) was studied in less detail,
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usingtheheating-coollngcurvemethodforvariousconcentrationsofthetwo components.
Thissystemagainexhibiteda eutecticata con'Ipositionofapp_-oximately10% eicosaneto
90% octadecane,witha meltingpointofapproximately299°K.
Based uponobservationofthetwobinarysystem studied,itappearsthatothercom-
binationsoftheseriesofevencarbonparaffinshouldyieldeutecticsdisplayedtowardsthe
sideofthephasedi_,tgramricherinthelowermeRing component. R isdoubtfulthatany
eutecticompositionofthisserieswillyieldmore thana 2 to3°K reduction_nmeltingpoint
belowthemeltpointofthelowermeRing component.
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SECTION 10
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The feasibility of using fusible materials for spacecraft subsystem temperature control
has been demonstrated. Incorporation of fusible material heat sinks in temperature control
systems can _reatly increase the systems' thermal inertia and reduce temperature excur-
sions caused by high density power pulses. When a sufficient regeneration time period and
an ultimate heat sink (i. e., dark space) are available, the use of fusible materials could
eliminate the requirement for an active temperature control system. When an active system
is required, the use of fusible materials can reduce the temperature excursion so that the
active system can be sized for a nominal power profile.
Temperature Control Systems
The developed adiabatic packaging techniques should be extended to higher total energy
levels, greater package depths, and greater heat transfer fin lengths. The limit of useful
total energy absorption by this technique depends on the allowable weight penalties, tempe_'a-
ture rise, and power density. In this study, a total energy absorption level of 3, 000 watt-
min/ft 2 (32, 000 watt-min/m 2) has been demonstrated with a cold plate temperature rise of
10°K. With a cold plate rise of less than 15°K, a total energy of 10, 000 watt-min/ft 2
(108,000 watt-min/m 2) at 100 watts/ft 2 (1,080 watts/m 2) and of 5,000 watt-min/ft 2 (53,900
watt-min/m 2) at 500 watts/ft 2 (5,390 watt/m 2) appears feasible. The experimental results
presented in this report should be analyzed in an attempt to fit the data to an analytical fin-
effectiveness model. This model should be used to predict effective fin geometries at
greater fin lengths, and these geometries should be verified by experimental models.
The incorporation of the developed packaging techniques should be applied to additional
passive temperature control techniques, as shown in Figure 10-1. The system with the
fusible material package between the radiator and the heat dissipating equipment appears
feasible and practical with a honeycomb filler material.
The incorporation of the fusible material-honeycomb package to active temperature
control systems (Figure 10-2) shows promise and should be investigated.
Space-quality hardware should be developed and flight-tested so that the technique can
be incorporated in spacecraft design with a high level confidence. The system with the
fusible material-honeycomb package between the heat source and a thermal radiator appears
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to be the most practical for a flight experiment. This system {Figure 10-1) will regenerate
by thermal radiation. Therefore, numerous test runs can be made with no support functions
except a programmed heat source (power supply for a heater) and temperature monitoring
and telemetry services.
The tests should be programmed so that the first test runs do not cause complete
liquefaction, but leave crystals to assist in resolidification. The final tests should cycle
through the complete liquefaction period to determine the effect of zero g on the liquefaction
and resolidification cycle of the particular fusible material and packaging system. A
temperature-controlled power shutoff switch could override the programmed power schedule
in case the fusible material did not resolidHy. A normal paraffin is recommended as the
tgst fusible material.
The _-_em performance can be determined from the power and temperature history
if the spacecraft orbit and attitude history are known with reasonable accuracy. The data
would have to be telemetered to a ground station.
Crystal Growth Phenomena and the Effects of Zero Gravity
For thermal control with the use of fusible materials to be reliable, crystal growth
must be obtained each time sufficient heat is removed from a melt. Some degree of super-
cooling is inherently necessary for the nucleation _nd growth of crystals. The amount of
supercooling required depends upon the particular fusible material and the environment
surrounding the material. Many materials under normal gravity supercool so very slightly
that no problem exists for thermal control applications. Others (e. g., gallium) supercool to
such a degree that their efficiency as a thermal control medium is reduced.
The best method to reduce supercooling in a material which normally tends to supercool
to a large degree is to ensure that the original crystalline material never completely melts;
thus, crystalline "seeds" will be present in the melt to nucleate the solid, crystalline phase
again as heat is removed.
However, one cannot be sure that in an _ctu_l space application only partial melting
of the solid will occur, and thus, a l_riori one should choose materials which supercool only
slightly as a result of their inherent nature or from seeding with substances which will
assist in initiating the nucleation and growth of crystals.
As explained in Section 8, nucleation and the growth of crystals are complex phenomena
whose mechanisms under weightless conditions are difficult to predict intelligently. The
obvious way to determine which materials supercool excessively is through the performance
of actual flight experiments. Experiments at weightless conditions should be performed in
such a way that the actual size and habit of the _rowing crystals can be witnessed by a
trained observer.
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Applicable Fusible Materials
The applicability of the normal paraffins to passive thermal control systems in both
the pure form and as mixtures has been demonstrated by phase equilibria studies. The_
materials demonstrate a eutectic temperature several degrees below the melting point of the
lowest melting componeat and a variable ter,peratu, _ of maximum heat absorption and re-
lease dependent upon the composition of the mixtures. This variable heat release tempera-
ture and eutectic can be put to practical use in both passive thermal control in space appli-
cations, such as temperature control of electronic components, and in commercial
applications, such as the control of shipping packages and reaction vessels which are
subjected to rapid exotherms during chemical reactions.
Availability of technical grade paraffin mixtures (Atlantic Refining Company) can be pu*
to practical use if the effects of the presence of neighboring homologues on the thermophysi-
cal properties of the paraffins ,re characterized. Since the pure paraffins are quite e_uen-
sive, large quantities of technical grade material that has been appropriately doped to
achieve the desired properties can be used to reduce the cost of applying this concept.
F_udies of paraffin mixtures mu_t be conducted to establish the behavior of these
materials when the] are compounded in different proportions. The selection of fusible
materials should be extended to a study of the possible inorganic compounds whicti may be
applicable and, if feasible, extended to mixtures of organics aad morganics. Other series
of homologous organics may also find application to specific requirements.
Since the fusible matelials concept shows promise for passive thermal control in
space, the effects of zero gravity upon both the pure components and the mixtures should be
investigated.
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THERMALRADIATION
/RADIATING FIN_ I
/ou,,Ei .....E NT FUSIBLEMATERIAL8, HONEYCOMB _- \ VOID VOL FOR
HONEYCOMB-__
SHEET
RADIATING FIN WITH ATTACHEDFUSIBLEMATERIAL
"AND ALUMINUM HONEYCOMB FILLERTO IMPROVE
THbRMALDIFFUSIVITYAND ALLOW RIGID
_- PACKAGING - FUSIBLE
" MATERIAL@ I "G"
PLATESFUSIBLE
MATERIAL@ 0 "G"
THERMALRADIATION
/
j , llllllilljili[t---,!tt!ilJtlHtli iJtiii lHiJf  ftHRADIATOR
J _'_ FUSIBLE
EQUIPMENT MATERIAL
. , .& HONEYCOMB
RAOIATORWITH EQUIPMENt MOUNTED DIRECTLYUNDERFUSIBLEMATERIALLAYER.
HONEYCOMB SHEETTHICKNESSIS SLIGHTLYOVERSIZEDTO ALLOW GOOD HEAT
TRANSFERTO THETHEPMALRADIATOR. THEFUSIBLEMATERIALGREATLYINCREASES
THE SYSTEMbSTHERMALINERTIA.
FIGURE10-I APPLICATIONSOF THE IMPROVEDFUSIBLEMATERIAL- HONEYCOMB -
ADIABATIC- PACKAGETO OTHERPASSIVETEMPERATURECONTROL
TECHNIQUES
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EQUIPMENT
iiii i|
COLD --/
PLATE
COOLANT FUSIBLEMATERIAL
TUBE & HONEYCOMB
LIQUID COOLED EQUIPMENT COLD PLATEWITH ATTACHEDFUSIBLEMATERIALTO
ABSORBHIGH ENERGY POWERPULSATIONS
THERMALRADIATION
]
/
i ill _ r
_®,",'" .... _ " ;'"'-_".l_'r',_
/--- RADIATOR COOLANT _ FUSIBLEMATERIAL
TUBE & HONEYCOMB
ACTIVE THERMALSPACERADIATOR, THE FUSIBLEMATERIALSUPPLEMENTSTHERMAL
RADIATION DURING HIGH HEAT DISSIPATION PERIODS. THISMINIMIZES
VARIATION IN COOLAND OUTLETTEMPERATURE.
FIGURE!0-2 APPLICATIONSOF THE IMFROVEDFUSIBLEMATERIAL- HONEYCOMB -
ADIABATIC PACKAGETO ACTIVE TEMPERATURECONTROL SYSTEMSTO
DECREASETEMPERATUREXCURSIONSAND ALLOW SYSTEMSTO BE
DESIGNED FOR NOMINAL POWERLEVELS
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